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EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Words from the IACDS President
EDA unites with
IACDS in Madrid for IACDS launches
the Deconstrcution new directives
Forum 2014
Dear reader
When you receive this issue of PDi the first five months of 2014 will have past. In
Europe the year started quite promisingly, but when projects that started in 2013
ended in the beginning of this year they were not replaced with new projects to
the extent that the market had hoped for. The European market can be described
as stagnant and this year might turn out to be similar to 2013 with no real signs of
recovery on the horizon.
It is also obvious that European contractors are reluctant to plan for new investments, judging from visiting one of the European trade exhibitions this year. The
number of visitors had declined and several of the big manufacturers had taken
smaller stands or decided not to participate at all. One example of this was evident
at the recent show Samoter in Verona, Italy.
But in the US the construction industry continues to pick up, even though the
pace is slow. South America, with Brazil in the lead, is doing well and keeps the same
high level of growth. But what is worrying are the preparations for the forthcoming
football World Cup, and the Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016.
Everything is going very, very slowly and there is still a lot left to be built for
the Olympics. The situation with the Olympics is alarming, which has led the International Olympic Committee to act on their own to speed up the process and has
never happened before. For the World Cup the situation is brighter, even so much
is being left to the last minute.
But back in the world market Asia, with China in the lead, shows no sign of
slowing. Australia is expected to pick up during 2014, as 2013 was a year of decline,
due to the country’s elections.
On the 12 to 14 June the Deconstruction Forum will be held in Madrid, Spain.
For the first time the European Demolition Association, the International Association of Concrete Drillers and Sawers, European Decontamination Institute and the
Institute of Demolition Engineers are joining forces. PDi Magazine will report from
the forum and more details of the event can be found on page 59 in this issue.
This issue of PDi has many interesting and special features on new hydraulic
breakers, mobile recycling equipment and new purpose built demolition excavators,
together with a review of the US show Conexpo. There is also information on many
new products and an interesting story by Jan Møller Hansen about dismantling ships
on the shoreline of Bangladesh. This
type of demolition follows no rules or
regulations and the working conditions
are horrendous for the often very young
Photo: Vito Gogola.

employees.

Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief

jan.hermansson@pdworld.com
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In my last editorial for the International Association of Concrete Sawers and Drillers, I
wrote about the importance as a company
owner to invest in trained personnel. It is
my belief that the best way to cope with the
demands for the future is through education
and training.
The problems and difficulties in our
industry has been the lack of education
programmes for concrete cutting, demolition
and clearance contractors. Our training and
education has been borrowed from other
professions like carpenters, bricklayers and
concrete workers. When new professions
have emerged, like scaffolders, tilers, and floor
layers, we have created new types of education programmes and educational literature
for these new professions. But the problem
with specialised training programmes for demolition and concrete cutting is that demolition and concrete cutting are, to some extent,
part of other professions. For carpenters, light
demolition is part of their job, and it is the
same with bricklayers or concrete workers.
From schools and representatives from
various related professions we hear ‘demolition cannot be a job, it is part of our job.’ Or
they say ‘we don’t accept that demolition or
concrete cutting is removed from our profession. Who knows best how to demolish this
wall. It was us who built it’. Also publishers
of educational literature think the same, as
literature, for future demolition and concrete
cutting contractors to study, does not exist.
But things are moving in the right direction. Here in Sweden employers and the
unions are talking about the importance
of operatives to be certified in the field of
demolition and concrete cutting and have
licences to prove that special education has
been successfully completed in this field. In
the near future I think we will have this licence
in Sweden, as we already have for bricklayers
and carpenters. This licence will improve the
status of demolition and concrete cutting
professions on worksites.
Following an initiative from IACDS and
together with our British colleagues, we have
launched a mission statement for demolition
robot operators in Sweden. The mission
statement describes what operators need to
know to be allowed to operate a remotely
controlled demolition robot. When students
have fulfilled all educational demands they
will receive a licence for operating demolition robots. It is our hope that the rest of
Europe’s concrete sawing and drilling associations will adopt our mission statement

and create official training programmes. The
mission statement for a demolition training
programme will be available on our website
www.iacds.org. Our plans are to initially
translate it into French, German, Italian and
Spanish. The result of this being implemented
all our Europe will see the quality level among
demolition robot operators to be the same.
This mission statement for demolition
robots is just one example of activities within
IACDS. All member countries within IACDS
have produced their mission statements on
subjects that they are particularly specialised
in. There are several examples of this on our
website. For instance Germany has produced
special guidelines to prevent noise and the UK
has guidelines to prevent hazardous vibration.
By sharing our different specialised
knowledge we can develop our industry
much faster and make our business safer,
more efficient, more profitable and with a
higher level of quality.

There are seven directives
on our website:

1 		 SWE: goal description for
		robotic demolition
2 		 SWE: Quartz dust guideline
3 		 GER: Noise directive
4 		 GER: Slurry directive
5 		 UK: Vibration directive
6 		 CH: Market key indicators
7 		 USA: Basic description of
		 existing and new technologies
All new directives will be presented and
discussed at the IACDS annual meeting in
Madrid in June. Make sure you participate, as
the whole industry will be there. For information on how to register go to www.iacds.org.
Lars Sandström
President of IACDS

by
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EDA
Words from the EDA President

Nuclear
Decommissioning
The demolition industry faces a number

Conference held in Manchester, UK in

of challenges every day. One of the most

May, sharing information about activities,

common is its image. The general public

increasing network of contacts and work-

will have a vague idea of what demolition is

ing to improve the image of members and

and professionals, related with construction

what they can do.

activities, will usually have a good idea of
what demolition companies do.

The EDA will continue to work in this
field, and we invite interested parties to

To bring some light on this issue, the

contact the EDA secretariat to get involved

European Demolition Association is work-

in the activities of nuclear decommission-

ing on a simple guide about the demolition

ing from the demolition perspective.

industry. It will include industry benefits,
which mainly concern green issues and definitions for keywords related to activities.
The EDA is working to improve the
image of the demolition industry, sharing
with stakeholders its expertise, abilities and
experience. EDA members want to be more
involved in certain areas and markets where
demolition is required. One of these fields is

About EDA

The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading
platform for national demolition associations,
demolition contractors and suppliers. The EDA
has a strong focus on developments in Europe,
which are of interest to the demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org

few decades of operation, there are plans
across Europe to close down a number of
nuclear facilities. This has been happening
for while, but the disaster at the Fukushima
nuclear facility and a number of social factors in Europe are speeding up this process.
When decommissioning operations are
planned, sooner or later they include dismantling, decontamination and demolition,
activities where demolition companies can
and should participate.
Even though nuclear decommissioning
sure from national and European authori-

The awards ceremony for Volvo CE’s trash to
treasure Up-Cycling Design Arts Campaign
was held in Shanghai on 20 March, displaying more than 20 works of art made from
scrap machine parts. Four pieces stood out
and were awarded with a Grand Prize. The
ceremony marked the end of a six-month
campaign that combined recycling with art
in an inspired collaboration, helping to create
public awareness about the endless possibilities of recycling. The campaign, launched with
the support of the China Resource Recycling
Association, Art and Design magazine and
Yang Design, was open to all applicants
from mainland China, hoping to express their
creativity and promote environmental care.
The campaign encouraged people to give
scrap machine parts a second life.

Pilar de la Cruz
President of the European
Demolition Association

the nuclear decommissioning sector. After a

is very specialized, there is increasing pres-

Volvo exhibits the art of scrap

Over the next six years, the Liebherr Group is
set to invest more than CHF 200M(EUR160M)
in its development and production site at
Bulle in the Swiss city of Fribourg. Significant
capacity expansion in the fields of diesel
engines and fuel injection systems will make
further growth possible for the company
Liebherr Machines Bulle. Liebherr develops
and produces diesel and gas engines, fuel
injection systems, hydraulic components and
splitter boxes in Bulle. These are employed
partly in machines and equipment manufactured by the Liebherr Group, but are also
increasingly in demand by customers outside
the Group. The capacity for diesel engines
will be substantially increased and the area
used for engine test benches will also be
made larger to cover more than 14,000m2.
With this investment, Liebherr is securing the
long-term existence of the Bulle plant and the
creation of new jobs.

ties to make sure small and medium sized
companies participate in the process.
It takes time to get into this market,
as it often requires licensing processes, an
important learning curve for all the people
involved and, importantly, a change of mind

Hitachi’s new dealer for Austria

on the timing related with the operations.

Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) has
appointed Kiesel Austria as its new dealer in
Austria for the entire product range of crawler
excavators, wheeled excavators, wheel

A delegation from the EDA was pres-
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Award hat-trick for Volvo Construction Equipment
Three Volvo Construction Equipment products, the EC380E tracked excavator, the Volvo
Visibility Vest and the BP30L Identity Backpack, beat thousands of international entries
to win a prestigious Red Dot product design
award. This latest success means that Volvo
CE’s articulated haulers, wheel loaders, excavators and merchandise have all won Red
Dot awards. Since 1954, the Red Dot design
competition has recognized and rewarded the
very best in international design. This year, the
jury of 40 renowned design specialists spent
several days evaluating the entries according
to the Red Dot motto ‘in search of excellence’.
The strict judging criteria included assessing
the degree of innovation, level of functionality
and the durability of the products.

Liebherr to invest
at its Bulle plant

Pilar de la Cruz, EDA President, VD
Voladuras Demoliciones y Desguaces
SA, Spain

ent at the Nuclear Decommissioning

loaders and special application machinery.
Kiesel is already the dealer in Germany with
a presence in Austria with branches in Salzburg and Leobersdorf. In Germany, where it
became exclusive partner for Hitachi in 2006,
it has 34 branches with about 700 employees
across the country. Building upon its 55
years of industry experience, it now takes full
responsibility for the Austrian market from
the previous dealer, Baumaschinen Handel.

Wacker Neuson on expansion
path in 2014
In spite of difficult market conditions, light
and compact construction equipment manufacturer Wacker Neuson increased revenue
and profitability in 2013. Having reached its
targets for 2013, Wacker Neuson now aims
to remain on this growth path through 2014.
Group revenue rose 6% to EUR1. I6bn
from EUR1.1bn in 2012. Profit before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortization increased
by 8.3% to reach EUR153.4M, while net
profit for the year was EUR61.2M compared
to EUR54.1M in 2012. Earnings per share
are 13% higher at EUR0.87 compared with
EUR0.77 in 2012. “If the positive trends
recorded in the first few weeks and months
continue throughout the year, we can expect
revenue to reach between EUR1.25bn and
EUR1.3bn,” said Wacker Neuson chief executive officer Cem Peksaglam.

Changing the game in concrete cutting.

www.husqvarnacp.com / prime

New distributor for Sandvik
Mobiles in Portugal
Sandvik Construction has appointed the
Ascendum Group as its new distributor for
Sandvik Construction Mobile Crushers and
Screens in Portugal. Sandvik customers
throughout Portugal will be able to benefit
from even greater levels of support through
its new distributor. Ascendum is an international Group and Iberian leader with an
established name throughout Portugal,. The
company, with offices, workshops and service
engineers throughout the country, deals in
the distribution, rental, sales and service of
construction equipment for the building and
public works industries. The appointment of
Ascendum reinforces Sandvik’s commitment
in providing even greater levels of customer
focus. It also further enhances locally focused
customer support, whilst at the same time
allowing customers to benefit from dealing
with a global company. Ascendum will also
be able to call on round the clock support
from Sandvik Construction Mobile Crushers
and Screens head offices in the UK.
“We are sure that the combination of
Sandvik equipment and global aftermarket
support, together with the local knowledge
and industry expertise of Ascendum, will
enable Sandvik customers throughout the
area to benefit from a winning combination,”
said Sandvik Construction global distributor
manager Herbert Buder.

Hilti improves profitability
The Hilti Group increased net income
by 63% from CHF187M(EUR153M) to
CHF304M(EUR279M) on sales, which rose by
3.2% to CHF4.3bn(EUR3.5bn) for 2013. Due
to the implementation of the Group’s profitability and capital efficiency enhancement
programme, launched at the end of 2011,
the expected improvement was achieved
ahead of schedule. The operating result
grew by 40% from CHF301M (EUR247M)
to CH 421M(EUR346M). Research and
development investment was up 8% to
CHF189M(EUR155M).
“Despite moderate sales growth, we
have achieved yet another significant improvement of profitability and a very positive
cash flow in 2013. This will create more leeway for investments and debt reduction,” said
Hilti chief executive officer Christoph Loos.
“While it is time to go back into growth mode,
we will continue to focus on profitability and
capital efficiency.“
The Hilti Group is confident about this
year’s prospects and expects growth in local
currencies to be slightly above 2013 with
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ongoing volatility at the exchange rate front.
The Group’s profitability and capital efficiency
enhancement initiatives will continue to be
effective in 2014.

Metso appoints Juha
Silvennoinen
Metso Corporation has appointed Juha Silvennoinen mining and construction services
business line president with responsibility
for the development of the Group’s overall
services business. In addition he will also be
responsible for the development of Metso’s
overall services business and strengthening
synergies and realizing business opportunities within Metso’s services businesses. He
will participate in Metso’s executive team
meetings.
“Metso is the leading services provider
for the global mining and construction indus-

tries. Services business counts for more than
50% of our net sales and we want to further
develop and grow the business through
stronger co-operation across our businesses.
Juha will have a key role in this development,”
said Metso president and chief executive officer Matti Kähkönen. “We utilize our deep
technological and process know-how to
deliver intelligent services solutions designed
to make a real and sustainable difference to
our customers’ businesses over the life cycle
of their equipment and processes.”
Juha made a long career in ABB where
he held several executive positions in various
businesses. In his last position at ABB he was
responsible for the Motors and Generators
business unit, which employs 16,000 people
globally.

Sandvik expands dealer
in the Urals
Komek Machinery, the distributor for Rammer
premium hydraulic breakers in the Urals, has
also been appointed distributor for Sandvik’s
mobile crushers and screens in the region.
Since its formation in 2001, Komek
Machinery has developed a reputation for
excellence, supplying a wide range of specialized equipment and attachments for the
mining, oil, gas and construction industries.
From its head office in Yekaterinburg, the
company has rapidly extended its market
coverage through a support network of 16
branch offices and workshops throughout
the Urals and Western Siberia. In addition, the
company is able to offer a range of finance
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packages, including leasing options, as well
as advice on equipment selection.
As one of the largest construction equipment suppliers in Russia, Komek Machinery
was appointed Sandvik Construction’s
authorized distributor for the full range of
Rammer premium breakers towards the end
of 2013. Due to the success of the partnership
of the two companies, Komek has now been
appointed distributor in the Urals for Sandvik’s
mobile crushing and screening products. The
Urals was chosen due to the extensive quarrying industry in the region, and hence the
opportunities for Sandvik products.
“One of our key strategic aims in Russia
is to provide extensive service coverage, especially in emerging regions with high rates of
industrial growth,” said Sandvik Construction
sales area Russia vice president Martin Friedl.
“Additionally Sandvik identified an opportunity to expand our coverage for mobile crushing and screening equipment throughout the
Urals and Western Siberia. Komek Machinery,
with its extensive network of branch offices
and workshops, as well as being the existing
distributor for Rammer hydraulic breakers,
was considered the best way to achieve this.
By building on the existing partnership with
Komek, with its vast experience of the local
industries, and extensive knowledge of the
regional customer base, will allow Sandvik to
service businesses in the region.”

synonym for high performance, productivity,
safety, usability and competitiveness.
The Metso Lokotrack LT106 mobile
crushing plant is designed for crushing hard
rock and recycled materials. During the past
30 years, more than 6,000 track-mounted
Lokotrack units have been delivered to sites
around the world. Lokotrack was also one of
the award winners in the Fennia Prize design
competition this year. The Metso MR Moisture
biomass moisture analyzer is the first industrial moisture measurement application utilizing the magnetic resonance phenomenon. The
design features competitive and easy-to-use
fuel moisture measuring equipment coupled
with a user interface that can be used in
multiple surroundings. Metso’s EtaCut II scrap
shear for crushing heavy mixed and demolition
scrap, and the EtaShred ZZ shredder are both
based on an operating concept and product
structure offering increased processing flexibility and low specific power consumption.
The concept, which features a re-engineered
design and an innovative control interface,
was developed together with the German
Institute for Integrated Design.

Martina Mortisch steps down as
head of Terex Tower Cranes
After a successful 28-year career in the tower
crane business, Martina Moritsch will step
down as vice president and managing direc-

Metso wins iF design awards
Metso’s mobile crushing plant, biomass moisture analyzer and scrap shear and shredder
concept have received prestigious iF design
2014 awards. The jury in one of the world’s
top product design competitions recognized
Metso’s products for their design quality,
degree of innovation, environmental impact,
functionality, safety and branding, among others. This year’s iF design competition had over
3,200 entries in 17 categories to showcase
outstanding achievements in product design.
In Metso, customer expectations and
wishes guide product concept development
process. The goal is to always provide the
best possible user experience. Well-designed
equipment provides users with significant
benefits. Ultimately, product design helps
fulfil customers’ needs, makes their jobs easier
and sets new standards in environmental
efficiency. For Metso, industrial design is a

tor Terex Tower Cranes, effective 1 June. Part
of the pioneering family who founded the
Terex legacy brand Comedil more than 50
years ago, Moritsch felt the time was right to
make a change. “It was an extremely difficult
decision to leave a company that has been
such a big part of my family and my life,”
said Moritsch. “However, with the tower
crane market in recovery, I believe the time
is right for me to step down so a seamless
transition in leadership can be made to ensure
the continued success of Terex Tower Cranes.”

Terex Cranes appointment
for South East Asia
Terex Cranes has appointed of Bradley Abrahams, sales and customer support leader,
South East Asia, and opened a new product
support location in Singapore. Abrahams
has extensive experience in the construction equipment industry and in developing
overseas branches. Among other positions,
Abrahams worked as sales director for Terex
Aerial Work Platforms and general manager
for Terex Equipment Middle East between
2006 and 2010.

Hydraulic attachment tool
manufacturers join forces

Boys from the Casa Hogar Orphanage in Cabo San Lucas enjoyed good food and surfing at the annual Carvin’ for Kids event.

Dust Control Technology sponsors
“Carvin for Kids” Event
In the US dust suppression equipment
manufacturer Dust Control Technology, has
sponsored an event to benefit the children of
Casa Hogar de Cabo San Lucas, an orphanage dedicated to providing care and personal
well being for boys in need in Baja California
Sur. The 41 young men were treated to a day
of food and surfing, hosted in the grounds of
the Cabo Surf Hotel, including lessons from
professional instructors at the Mike Doyle Surf
School. This was the third annual ‘Carvin’ for
Kids’ gathering, sponsored by DCT. The firm
was also a supporter of the annual Casa
Hogar fund raiser in 2013, which brought in
more than $330,000 (EUR240,000) to support the orphanage and its efforts.

Casa Hogar’s mission is to show its boys
a pathway to success, preparing them for
life with a family and helping them grow
into productive citizens by providing safety,
healthy sustenance, life skills and leadership.
“We stress education in academics and social
skills, as well as moral and religious values,”
said Casa Hogar director Chris Mills. “Our
objective is to help them elevate beyond the
norm within society.”

State, federal
and privately funded
With a capacity for 60, Casa Hogar is currently
home to 41 boys between the ages of four
and seventeen. Although most are received

from state or federal agencies, the facility
receives no government support. Opened
in February 2008, the registered non-profit
organization is privately funded, maintained
solely by donations, fundraisers and special
projects. Among the developing projects at
Casa Hogar is a ‘Post-18’ programme to
help all boys find their way to a productive
future. The organization is also evaluating
funding and land options to establish a
girls’ orphanage that can further extend the
positive effects of its support to additional
children in the community.

www.dustboss.com
www.casahogarcabo.com

A great day in the sun
“We help support worthy causes in various
regions where we do business,” said DCT
chief executive officer Edwin Peterson. “Part
of our corporate philosophy is looking for
ways to make meaningful contributions to
local communities. The day was designed as
a recreation time for these young men. “It’s
an opportunity for them to spend a wonderful day in the sun, enjoying the waves and
learning to surf, with good food grilled out
on one of Cabo’s most beautiful beaches. It’s
very satisfying to watch them put their cares
behind them for a while and just be kids.” For
some of them, the event was the first time
they had ever tried a hamburger.

Chicago Pneumatic appoints
dealer in Romania and Moldova
Chicago Pneumatic has appointed Powertek
as its distributor in Romania and Moldova.
“With an extensive range of high quality, innovative and durable hydraulic attachments,
tools, compressors and generators, Chicago
Pneumatic will bring reliable power and
performance to our customers,” said Powertek deputy general manager Daniel Ene.

The European Construction Equipment Committee (CECE) has broadened its portfolio.
The recently established new product group
‘hydraulic attachment tools’ serves as a
communication and information platform for
companies operating in this field of business.
Companies active include Arden Equipment,
Atlas Copco, Caterpillar, FRD, Indeco, Montabert, NPK, Okada, Sandvik, Simex, Socomec,
Soosan, Tabe, Toku and VTN.
Atlas Copco Construction Tools vice
president marketing Torsten Ahr, chairs the
product group. “Especially the sub-segment
of what we refer to as silent demolition tools
will see a steady upturn over the next years
as the industry turns towards more efficient
solutions in demolition and recycling,” said
Ahr. “The era of the sledgehammer and the
wrecking ball is over in many parts of the
world. Instead, sophisticated tools like crushers, pulverizers, grapples and scrap shears are
what are being sought after today.
The product group serves as a platform
to discuss EU legislation matters relevant to
the section, such as the outdoor noise directive and to share information about market
developments. Statistics on hydraulic breakers
and demolition tools are another core service.
CECE is the only supplier of worldwide data
of this kind. “We are happy to supply such
a unique tool to our manufacturers helping
them to better understand their market situation and their competitive environment,”
said Ahr.
One of the crucial future topics will be
to address the problem of hydraulic breakers that are coming to the European market,
but do not comply with the European safety
and environmental legislation. The scope of
products in this section of CECE includes hydraulically driven machines that are mounted
on construction equipment, such as excavators, backhoe loaders, and skid-steer loaders:
breakers and demolition tools, but also niche
products and highly specialized solutions like
screening buckets, mounted plate compactors
or rotary drum cutters.
Companies interested to join should contact Sebastian Popp by phone +49-69-66031678 or email sebastian.popp@cece.eu.

www.cece.eu

A Casa Hogar resident accompanies DCT chief executive officer Edwin Peterson for
some stand-up paddle boarding.
Established in Bucharest in 2004, Powertek
has since expanded into one of Romania’s
leading construction equipment dealers, with
branches in Timisoara and Bulgaria with a
team of over 100 experienced construction
professionals. The company serves a diverse
customer base across the construction and
demolition market, ranging from road construction contractors to quarry operators and
cement suppliers.
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Polished concrete surfaces with our grinding and polishing system Scan Combifloor.
Result: solid and beautiful floors that is easy to keep clean.
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Happy third place winners: Czech
Republic.

Presenter Johanna Klum.

Tyrolit has again
staged the international Cutting Pro
Competition final in
Innsbruck. With 27 national champions from
14 countries Switzerland won the trophy
this year.

Three winners (left to right): Mikel Jaroslav, the Czech Republic (third place), Jan Läderach, Switzerland “TYROLIT Cutting Pro
Competition European Champion 2014” and Luigi Zamperini, Italy (second place);

Switzerland winner in Tyrolit’s
international concrete cutting
competition 2014
The best professional users in concrete cutting and drilling in
Europe competed for the European title in wall sawing, core
drilling and hand sawing in the final of the Tyrolit Cutting Pro
Competition. After four hours of events Jan Läderach from
Switzerland was crowned the Tyrolit Cutting Pro Competition European Champion 2014. Luigi Zamperini from Italy

and Mikel Jaroslav from the Czech Republic came second and
third respectively.

Over four hours of fighting
Presenter Johanna Klum opened the competition with the
starting signal, ‘Ready, Set Cut’. The competitors had to

Group photo of the contestants.
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master concrete with wall saws, corers and handsaws. All
the equipment and the diamond tools were developed
and produced by Tyrolit except for the power cutters from
Stihl. The competition had a great atmosphere, spectacular
performances, live music and an elaborate light show gave
700 international visitors a top class event. Over four hours,
the international contestants from Switzerland, UK, Italy,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Poland, France, Austria,
Germany, Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic gave
their best performances. They had qualified for the final in
regional heats and then competed against each other in pairs
in three disciplines. Information about the competitors and
recorded times, as well as pictures and videos, are available on
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/cuttingpro.

Tyrolit Product Exhibition

Supporters came from all over Europe.

The sporting event was accompanied by the Tyrolit Product
Exhibition 2014. The newest products and special projects
from Tyrolit were presented to international customers,
partners and experts. Specialist presentations about current
topics and large projects gave all those interested an insight
into the world of grinding.

Tyrolit Schleifmittelwerke Swarovski
Tyrolit is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of bonded
tools for grinding, separating, drilling and dressing and machines for the construction industry. The family-run company
which is part of the Swarovski group with it headquarters
in Schwaz in Tyrol was founded in 1919 and currently
has over 4,500 employees at 27 production facilities in 12
countries. Tyrolit manufactures 80,000 different products
in the divisions of construction, stone and glass, metal and
precision. Over 29 sales companies and other distributors in
65 countries market these to customers worldwide. Tyrolit is
known for its ability to master the most varied of challenges
and are valued partners for the development of new and
innovative solutions.

www.tyrolit.com

Innbruck “an der blauen schönen Inn” affluent of river Danube.
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Below the venue, gala-dinner before the competition.

TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr

Lastest
DEVELOPMENT
The South Korean
diamond wire manufacturer Widecut is
introducing innovative
brazed wire, which
the company believes
will be very popular
and successful in the
diamond wire market.

Picture 1.

Picture 2.

Electroplated wire

Brazed wi

But what is a brazed wire? Current diamond wire types have Sintered, Electroplated and now also Brazed wire. Widecut explains
the proceedure for the brazed wires:

can only stay in the plant for a limited time. Also
the jobs in nuclear power plants are very tough so
long lasting wire will help operators from changing the wire frequently. Also, brazed wire is very
Brazed, takes out more of the wire
demanding for underwater pipe removal projects.
Brazed beads are made by sticking diamonds on a steel body with
“After several internal and external field
mixture of chemical paste and heat treated in a furnace. There
tests we succeed to introduce brazed wire to the
are three advantages why brazed wire became one of the
market. After confirming the internal
most demanding diamond wire types. First, sticking
test, we took it out on the field for
diamonds on a steel body by using the Paste
additional tests and compared
gives strong hold of the diamonds (see picture
it with existing brazed wires.
1). Paste seems to wrap the diamonds upto
The result we received paid off
half way. When there is strong hold of the
all the hard works and efforts
diamonds, diamonds can work longer and
we have invested. We are now
thus, operators can use the wire for longer
very excited to start to supply
time. Second, controlling distance between
the market with this new and
the diamonds is possible. Thus, Widecut
very efficient diamond wire,”
can create a ‘chip pocket’ or a path or gap
said Widecut founder and president
between the diamonds, which makes the
John Han and added that there will be
exiting of sludge much easier. Also, ‘chip pocket’
continuous demands for sintered and electroplated
makes a good path for easy water flow, which enhances
wires. Depending on customer’s applications, they
Brazed wire.
the wire performance. Third, by using paste, a double
will need to select the tools to carry their jobs in the
layer of the diamonds is possible. This enables control of
most efficient way. Widecut recommends wire types according
the diamond layer, which links to lifetime of the wire. Therefore,
to customers’ requests.
brazed wire will be a popular tool because it will give fast speed
and good and constant life and incorporates the advantages of
Distinctive features of
sintered and electroplated wires.
Widecut’s Brazed Wire
There is less diamond layer separation compared with curElectroplated wire
rently existing brazed wires in the market. When diamond layer
Electroplated is made by using electricity to stick the diamonds
separation occurs, bead cannot utilize its full life. The bead next
around the steel body of the beads. Thus, it has single diamond
to the bead with diamond layer separation will have dramatic
layer and all diamonds are exposed on the surface of the bead
diamond wear out because it simply has to work double (see
which offers fast speed from the beginning of the cutting job.
photo dia layer separation below). You can see what happens
However, because an even electroplated layer is holding the
when diamond layer separation occurs from the photo. This will
diamonds, holding of diamond maybe weaker than brazed beads
lead to short life of the wire. However, Widecut brazed wire is a
(see picture 2 for better understanding). Also, the electroplating
method cannot control the distance between the diamonds, which
is difficult to create a “Chip Pocket”.

Sintered wire
Sintered bead is a mixture of industrial powder such as Cobalt,
Tungsten and diamonds, which are made as beads, either cold
or hot pressed. Its main characteristic is that Sintered bead has a
multi diamond layer. Its biggest advantage is that Widecut can
adjust/design the wire, such as the bond level, diamond grade and
diamond layer thickness, to match the actual cutting site. Thus,
Widecut has had great success with their sintered wire and has
received a very good reputation for it. Sintered wire is mostly used
in general cutting jobs but when it comes to steel cutting job, it
was not suitable to cut 100% steel because cutting steel requires
diamond exposure like electroplated or brazed wire.

Brazed wire development
Sintered wire.

For the past several years, Widecut offered sintered and electroplated wires. However, there are increasing numbers of projects
that require the cutting of steel structures, such as nuclear power
plant dismantle jobs, mainly in Germany, UK, France and Japan.
Therefore, more and more customers are asking for professional
diamond wire for special steel cutting applications. In the past,
electroplated was also used, but in the case of nuclear power
plant dismantling, it requires faster cutting because the operator
Brazed wire is very suitable for cutting in nuclear plants and
cutting oil pipes. Picture above showing cutting in a nuclear
plant (Picture provided by BD Nuclear Ltd.).
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ire from WIDECUT
most promising wire which will have less problem.

The highest strength
between the beads
Widecut believes that their wires offer the highest
strength between the beads which means holding
of the beads on the cable is the strongest. “We are
able to say this because one of our daily jobs is to
test the wire on our universal testing machine
to check the strength of the wire. When we
test as shown on the photo, we reach
up to 850kg.f. When the universal
testing machine number is
high, this means each bead
has less possibility of
moving or jam-

Above the Widecut universal testing machine tests in reinforced concrete to the left and tests in steel
to the right.

ming,” said Han.
The reason why they
can obtain such strong wires is the
assembling techniques such as selection of
spring, prepressing know-how and the quality of
the rubber. Brazed wire especially requires strong hold of
the beads because the job sites it works is mainly steel cutting
jobs and generally steel structure is thinner than
concrete structure. When wire cuts thin steel,
vibration will occur and this makes beads jam
and spin more easily than general sawing jobs.
So Widecut have to structure the wire which can
fulfill its performance until life of diamond beads
are all finished. Han said that there are many ways
to increase the strength and recommend clients
to inquire for this.

Brazed Wire Specification offered by WIDECUT

Strict tests
All wires are launched after very strict testing. All
Widecut’s wire go through two types of tests. First
test is done in Widecut’s plant to see general cutting speed and life. When the internal test result is
promising, it is sent to sites because internal result
and actual site result maybe different. When both
internal and external tests are passed it is introduced to the market. Wires sold by Widecut are
reliable and customers should have confident using it.

Both for dry and wet cutting
Widecut’s brazed wire is originally designed to be used both
dry or wet because the most applications which requires brazed
wire needs to be used dry. However, for professional dry cut-

ting application Widecut recommends to apply heat resistance
rubber so the wire can bear in high temperature until the beads
are fully used. Also, depending on customers’ applications
Widecut customize the wires by adjusting diamond grade, size,
concentration and bonding system.

www.widecut.com

Wire on Widecuts universal
testing machine
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Dust suppression key on
Adamo demolition projects
One of the leading demolition and environmental remediation specialists in the
US has completed the delicate teardown
of an eight-storey parking and office
building, which had been attached to a
hospital. The structure required close
attention to dust control to prevent a
hazard for the hospital and neighbouring
community. Suppression was provided
by DustBoss atomized misting equipment
from demolition contractor Adamo Group
from Detroit, Michigan.
“We’ve always been extremely diligent
in our efforts to prevent the migration of
fugitive dust off-site,” said Adamo project
manager Rick Cuppetilli. “Containment
is a component of virtually every project.
Before we purchased our first DustBoss
in 2005, we used conventional methods,
such as hoses, water trucks and big gun
sprinklers. We also investigated foggers
and other devices, but we didn’t feel they
would be adaptable to the requirements
of demolition projects. Atomized mist
technology is one of the few suppres-

sion techniques that is effective on both
airborne particles and ground-level dust.
It’s the best method of dust suppression
I’ve seen in my 40 years in the demolition
business, other than mother nature with
a heavy rain storm.”
Dust management was achieved with
a DustBoss DB-60, which has an atomized range of more than 60m under calm
conditions. The DB-60 has an adjustable
throw angle from 0-50° elevation, and
when equipped with optional 359° oscillation, it can cover more than 11,600m2.
“The unique engineering of the barrel, fan and atomizing nozzles creates a
large, dense plume,” said Dust Control
Technology chief executive officer Edwin
Peterson. “The droplets are primarily in
the 50-200 micron size range, which is
optimum for dust management in most
applications.”
The Adamo crew relied primarily on a
Caterpillar 385B excavator equipped with
an MP-40 multiprocessor to bring down
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the structure. Debris was trucked offsite,
with materials recycled by local steel mills,

scrap yards and concrete recyclers. The demolition took approximately two months.

GET THE JOB
DONE FASTER
User friendly design and low hand/
arm vibration makes work easy and
increases efficiency. Long service
intervals and low life cycle cost make
our offering a cost effective solution.
Outstanding compaction efficiency –
thanks to superior forces and high
speed of our rammers, plates and
rollers – enables you to get the job
done faster. That’s what we call sustainable productivity.
www.atlascopco.com

A new hydrodemolition
tool from Aquajet

The Swedish hydrodemolition equipment
manufacturer Aquajet Systems, has introduced a new accessory for concrete surface
preparation and shallow concrete removal on
a variety of concrete structures. The Rotolance
2500 provides a cost-effective, fast and
environmentally safe process for applications
that compete with all other tools used for
this application.
The Rotolance 2500 can also operate
and clean on almost any surface. Other applications include paint removal from steel and
concrete, plastic and rubber removal,
rust removal from ship hulls or
steel storage tanks, road
marking removal and
industrial
services
in the
petro
chemical
industry.
T h e
Rotolance
2500 is an
ultra high water
pressure tool and is
considerably faster
than conventional
manual methods
of concrete
p r e p a ra t i o n
and removal. It
also provides
considerable
labour cost savings. The removal
of concrete by
waterjets makes for
more controllable roughness, creates a better
bonding surface, and can be easily adapted
for any specific application. The new tool

provides constant performance and can be
fitted to all Aqua Cutter robotic equipment.
Potential operator injuries, including white
finger, caused by hand-held manually operated equipment, is also eliminated with the
vibration-free tool. Dust pollution is also
eliminated.
Featuring a 350mm working diameter
and a recommended water pressure of 1100
to 2500bar, the traverse and working widths
of the Rotolance 1250 are guided on the
Aqua Cutter robot and monitored by the
on-board control system. All parameters,
controlling speeds and traverse movements
are gradually adjustable from the control
panel on the robotic unit for maximum
utilisation of the tool. The unit’s spray bar
can be equipped with up to 20 nozzles.
Its hydraulically driven roller base features
four wheels and a pinion traverse drive for
ease of mobility. The hydraulic package also
incorporates quick connections and a coated
steel protection splash cover with a replaceable guard mounted over the swivel beam.

Chicago Pneumatic
launches new light towers
International construction equipment
manufacturer, Chicago Pneumatic, is
launching a new range of light towers
for the European and international
markets. The two new light towers will
suit a variety of applications across the
construction, mining and oil and gas
industries, as well as public sector lighting
and entertainment.
The new range will include the CPLT
M12 light tower with manual mast and the
CPLT H5 light tower with hydraulic mast.
The CPLT M12 features metal halide lamp
technology and will be able to generate
440,000 lumens of lighting power. Available in both 50Hz and 60Hz versions, this
new model also has a pop up canopy
for improved serviceability, with its new
Kubota D1105 engine ensuring up to 6070h of autonomous use at 4kW.
Alongside the CPLT M12,
the CPLT H5 light tower, which
will be mainly aimed at the European market, has a heavy-

duty canopy. With a hydraulic vertical mast
and fully compliant with EU regulations,
the CPLT H5 is powered by a Kubota
engine and feature four 1kW metal
halide lamps. Thanks to its 114litre
tank and external fuel filling point,
the light tower also offers long periods
of autonomous operation. In addition, CPLT
H5 is equipped with a digital control panel,
called LC 1003. This was specially developed for light towers with lamp sequencing, timer and fuel-saving features, which
increase the efficiency and reliability of the

from the safety, it became much more
comfortable to control the overload of the

equipment which helps to increase the angle
grinder’s life.

CPLT H5 compared with others
on the market.

DiamantWerk stands
for the safety
DiamantWerk cares about operator safety
during the use of hand held diamond tools.
One of the recent developments called
Smart

technology is now available. The blade is
equipped with special indicators that show
the improper use of the tool. During curve
cutting, binding, extreme loads and continuous work the indicator shows that it is time
to stop and is the signal to view the cutting
method and rest the tool. Such methods allow
an increase in diamond tool life. The core of
the blade saves its hardness until the full wear
of the diamond layer.
Customers have indicated that, aside
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All Pentruder Equipment is Made in Sweden. We produce precision parts in our
own workshop, from the best materials, in state of the art production machines.
We continue to invest and build on our 35 years long experience.
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Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sverige
Tel: +46 (0)243 221155 I Fax: +46 (0)243 221180
E-mail: info@tractive.se I www.pentruder.com
Please visit our homepage www.pentruder.com
for more information about our products and contact
details to your Pentruder Sales Distributor.

GOOD TIMES I
The US tri-annual Conexpo-Con/
Agg show in Las Vegas, Nevada, once again demonstrated
that, in many ways, bigger
does mean better. Jim Parsons
reports
Just how massive is the equipment exhibit array at
Conexpo-Con/Agg? There were so many big cranes,
big lifts, and big everything else silhouetted against
the Nevada sky that you cannot help but expect a giant
child to suddenly appear, pluck some equipment from
the display, and venture off into the desert sand box to
build whatever stirs his imagination.

Eight per cent up
While there were no reported sightings of giant children
during Conexpo there were plenty of normal-sized
humans, more than 129,300, an increase of 8% from
2011, from 170 countries crowding the aisles across
a record-setting 218,322m2 of exhibit space in and
around the Las Vegas Convention Center. The number
of exhibitors at more than 2,000 was also a record.
The companion International Exposition for Power
Transmission (IFPE) was also well supported, with 400
exhibitors occupying more than 14,957m2 of space.
While the numbers are impressive, the more
important indicators for the construction and demoli-
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tion industry are more difficult to measure. ‘Cautious
optimism’ was how most observers described the general
mood of visitors, despite the steady upward direction
of most economic trends in the US.
Associated General Contractors of America chief
economist Ken Simonson told his organization’s concurrent convention that US non-residential construction
would rise by 8% in 2014, though several key sectors
will stay close to their 2013 levels of activity. Fuelling the
growth is the infrastructure and site work necessary to
support fracking and drilling activities, and the Panama
Canal expansion, which will result in spending on port
facilities and their associated rail and highway networks.
Still, most contractors seem hesitant to declare
victory over the recession until they see their backlogs
return to pre-2008 levels, something that may never
happen given the inherent diversity of the US economy,
and the pervasive reluctance of law makers at all levels to
undertake publicly financed construction programmes.
Strife in various parts of the globe and the volatile fuel
supply markets were also on many visitors’ minds.
Even the prospect of a long absent multi-year federal
transportation funding bill was typically greeted with a
smile and a ‘believe it when I see it’ reaction.

Plenty of new products
Still, what clouds visitors and exhibitors may have seen
on the horizon were more than made up by the interest
in Conexpo’s more than 1,000 new products. “Conexpo
was a tremendous success for our team,” said, of Hyundai Construction Equipment Americas president Sam

Yoon. Hyundai introduced its new R1200-9 excavator,
R520LC-9A demolition excavator, HL760-9A waste
handling wheel loader, and R220LC-9A amphibious
excavator. “The show served as an excellent forum to
connect with our dealers, as well as past, present and
potential customers and we were thrilled with the positive outcome,” said Yoon.
Of particular interest was mobile equipment with
engines that meet the new US Tier 4 Final/EU Stave IV
emission requirements for off-highway equipment in
the 128kW to 551kW range. A spokesperson for JCB
said that Conexpo was extremely successful, with the
company taking thousands of leads from prospective
buyers. He added that there was a lot of excitement
around the new machines launched, particularly the
Loadalls, midi-excavators, and backhoes, and the new
457 wheeled loading shovel.
JCB’s Tier 4 Final offerings included eight skid
steer loaders and three crawler loaders, all powered by
Kohler engines that do not require complex and costly
diesel particulate filters. Instead, the engines use a common rail fuel injection system working at a pressure of
2,000bar, cooled exhaust gas recirculation, and a diesel
oxidation catalyst within the exhaust system.
Case Construction Equipment previewed the
first model in its forthcoming D series excavators,
the CX350D, powered by a 197kW Tier IV Final engine. The 41t hydraulic excavator uses a combination
of cooled exhaust gas recirculation, selective catalytic
reduction, and diesel oxidation catalysts for 8% faster
cycle times, 3% greater drawbar pull, and 10% better

IN THE DESERT
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past year, while breaking ground on new headquarters in Katy, Texas last November.
Kobelco used Conexpo to give North America its
first look at new sector-specific machines, including
the 100t class SK1000DLC large building demolition
machine. The SK1000DLC can be used with two ultra
long attachments, the GD, which extends 39m with a
2.5t class crusher, and the HD that focuses on highelevation crushing with a 5t class crusher and a reach of
30m. Various attachments provide crushing tailored to
various materials and operating environments.
Also debuting in North America was Brokk’s 800S
remotely control demolition machine. Built for largescale tunnelling, mining and construction work, the
800S features Brokk’s signature three-arm system, and
offers a maximum reach of nearly 9m. When equipped
with an Atlas Copco MB 1000 breaker, the Brokk 800
robots produce 2,034J at the tip of the tool, nearly twice
the hitting power of the Brokk 400.
IROCK introduced its new TC-20 track impact
crusher, which combines a larger feeder, a high-performance four-bar impactor, and heavy-duty components
to produce a uniform, cubical product. Hydraulically
adjustable aprons provide users with better control over
sizing. The machine’s 1,016mm x 1,422mm rotor can
process soft to medium rock, recycled concrete, and

fuel consumption. Also showcasing Tier 4 Finalcompliant equipment was John Deere, with three new
models in its K Series of four-wheel drive wheel loaders,
the 624K, 644K, and 724K. “Our goal when updating
the K-Series engines to Final Tier 4 was to integrate the
engine with minimal machine impact and to maintain
the performance features our customers have come to
know and expect from John Deere wheel loaders,” said
John Deere Construction & Forestry utility wheel loaders product marketing manager Chris Cline.
The K-Series boasts several axle improvements for
increased durability in demanding conditions, including
standard axle cooling and filtration, along with brake
retractors and adjustors on the Teammate V™ axles.
Caterpillar made the most of its exhibition space
with more than 40 machines, including over a dozen
making their North American trade show debuts. Cat’s
M Series 3 motor graders, 12M3, 140M3, 160M3
and their all-wheel-drive counterparts, use emissions
reduction technology designed to free the operator
from having to stop the machine for regeneration and
other actions. Instead, the system uses Caterpillar’s
selective catalytic reduction system, by which a diesel
exhaust fluid can be added from ground level when the
machine is fuelled.
Germany’s Sennebogen, which made its Conexpo
debut, presented its 875E hydraulic excavator, which
was first displayed at Bauma 2013. With a 385kW Tier
4 Interim Cummins diesel engine and 8.3t capacity, the
875E features an energy recovery cylinder that captures
and reuses boom lowering and braking energy.

Material-moving machinery
Though Conexpo’s main focus is large-scale new construction equipment, the demolition side of the business
was well-represented by manufacturers, such as Kobelco
Construction Machinery, which is re-establishing its
brand name and company autonomy after operating
under the Fiat Industrial umbrella for the last decade.
Kobelco has signed more new 50 US dealers over the
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recycled asphalt up 610mm in diameter.
Chicago Pneumatic launched the new CPS 2.0
portable air compressor. The CPS 2.0 features high
ground clearance for easy towing over difficult terrain,
ensuring the compressor can be conveniently positioned
wherever it is needed. The compressor also includes
a lifting point, so that it can be moved into place by
crane if necessary.
CP also introduced a new range of portable petrol
generators. The generators feature a simple handle
design that is labour saving and convenient, engine
alarms to protect crucial components, an hour counter,
maintenance-free battery, and automatic voltage regulation that improves the quality of the supplied electricity.
Extra frame reinforcement make the units robust, with a
reinforced large-capacity fuel tank. “In some parts of the
world, Africa and the Middle East especially, transportation infrastructure is reaching certain areas before the
utilities,” said CP business development vice president
Andrew Cope, “It seemed obvious to develop these
products for customers who find themselves increasingly
doing work in remote locations.”
Finland’s Dynaset was also on hand with its new
17-product Blue Hydraulics Line, which includes
the new HKR hydraulic screw compressor series to
complete the selections of piston and rotary vane
compressors. The hydraulic screw compressors produce
compressed air with pressure up to 10bar, and maxi-

mum air flow of 1,300 to 5,000litres/min depending
on the model. Dynaset has also packed more power
into its K-series HWG hydraulic welding generators,
shrinking their length by 10% from previous models
to provide greater installation flexibility. Welding cable
connectors and sockets are located in the front panel.

What’s next for 2014?
When the last visitor left Conexpo, it marked the end
of what had been an active trade show season for North
America and followed the World of Concrete and the
National Demolition Association’s convention. The
next several months will reveal whether the early-year
optimism, and its accompanying scepticism, was well
founded, or if the cynics have their way with prospects
and predictions that fail to materialize.
There is always the unexpected that can cause the
best laid plans to go awry, be it an international incident,
a major natural disaster, or everyone’s worst nightmare,
an act of terrorism. But sometimes, it almost seems that
many in the construction industry prefer to overlook
the positive in favour of adopting the underdog role,
longing for better days while criticizing those who stand
in the way. True, the scars from the economic downturn
are still fresh, and with so much uncertainty shrouding
the future, a measure of stability seems more difficult
to achieve than ever.
Yet there is no denying that the optimism that fuelled Conexpo and the other shows was based on much
more than a chance spend some time in the fantasy
world of Las Vegas. At least in the US, new buildings are
being constructed, older buildings are being renovated
and repurposed, and new infrastructure programmes are
being funded. The opportunities may not be as plentiful
or easy to secure as before, but they are there, and these
equipment shows offered no shortage of new products
and new ideas for winning them.
Hopefully, Conexpo gave visitors a lot to think

about on those long drives or plane rides home. It is not
a perfect construction market, but it is all they have got.
In the true spirit of Las Vegas, they can either complain
and fold, or stay at the table and be a part of it. And by
making prudent investments in research, equipment,
and people, they may well find that the odds are not so
bad after all. Indeed, the start of that longed for lucky
streak may be right around the corner.
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Wirtgen Group at Conexpo

Wirtgen focused its exhibits on innovative machines and technologies for road
construction, road repair, the mining and
processing of pay minerals and mineral raw
materials and the recycling of construction
materials.
Of particular interest was the display
by the Wirtgen Group’s crusher equipment
manufacturer Kleemann. The company displayed the brand new Mobicat EVO mobile
jaw crusher and the Mobirex EVO 2 mobile
impact crusher, which the company said

set a new benchmark for the processing of
natural stone and recycling materials with
the highest level of processing capability. The
Mobicat MC 110 R and Mobicat MC 110 Z

offer a new jaw crusher unit with hoisted
articulated crusher jaw for optimum material
feed. The direct drive concept of the Mobirex

EVO 2 impact crusher and the Mobicat EVO
jaw crusher ensures optimized fuel consumption values per tonne of material produced.

Chicago Pneumatic
introduces new compressor
Chicago Pneumatic has launched the new
CPS 2.0 portable air compressor, designed
for use on construction sites and similar
environments where a convenient and reliable source of compressed air is required.
It has a nominal working pressure of 7bar,
free-air delivery rate of 2m3/m and two air
connections.
The compressor has a simple control
panel incorporating a start switch, hours-run
counter, pressure gauge and control light,
and offers hassle-free starting. There is no
load switch and there are no valves to be
adjusted before starting.
Other key features include a spillage-free
frame, modular construction to allow easy customisation,
and a top cover with a
large angle of opening

to provide easy access. The compressor is
powered by a Kubota engine with a maximum
speed of 3,400revs/min.
Options include a fixed tow bar with overrun brakes, a utility mount, a tool lubricator
and a cold-start feature usable at extreme
winter temperatures. The compressor can also
be supplied in CE road homologated versions,
with road lights, wheel chocks and a safety
chain. CP also offers a range of pneumatic
tools for use with the CPS 2.0 compressor,
including chipping and rotary hammers, core
and surface rock drills, pneumatic breakers,
rivet busters, scabblers, tampers and concrete
vibrators.

Hitachi launches
ZH210LC-5 hybrid
in Europe
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe)
has launched the first of a new generation of excavators, the ZH210LC-5 hybrid
incorporating technologies adopted from
hydraulic, electric and battery-powered
excavators. The result is the Trias HX system,
which reduces fuel consumption and CO2
emissions by up to 31%.
The new ZH210LC-5 hybrid excavator
will provide energy-saving performance, but
without compromising on power, speed or
ease of operation. Thanks to the combination of a proven hydraulic motor and an ecofriendly electric motor, it can give the same
high levels of efficiency and smooth swing
motion as all Zaxis-5 hydraulic models.
The Trias HX system combines a hybrid
system with a Trias hydraulic system to
achieve extremely low levels of fuel consumption. The hybrid system incorporates a
swing motor that converts energy generated
during swing braking into electrical energy.
This is transferred via the power control unit
and stored in the capacitor unit, before being used to help the engine accelerate and
move the upper structure.
The Trias hydraulic system employs a
three-pump/three-control valve system,
which results in greater accuracy and reduces
pressure loss that consequently saves energy.
The ZH210LC-5 also has an electric power
assist system that comes into force for small
swing operations. It uses energy from electric
swing motors to carry out such movements,
further reducing the machine’s fuel consumption. Its ability to switch between the
hybrid and Trias systems results in further

reduced running costs and an even greater
contribution to profitability. Prior to launch,
the ZH210LC-5 hybrid excavator underwent a
rigorous winter test in the Arctic Circle under
the supervision of Finnish contractor Maansiirtoliike Kemppe. “I would have no hesitation
in recommending the ZH210LC-5. The hybrid
machine is very quiet and easy to operate, the
swing motion is smooth and responsive, and
the fuel consumption is certainly favourable
in comparison to our other machines working on the same site,” said Maansiirtoliike
Kemppe owner Tuomo Kemppe.

Case at Conexpo
In a world exclusive preview at Conexpo,
Case unveiled the new CX350D hydraulic
excavator, the first model of the Tier 4
Final D Series that will be available in
Europe next year. With a 205kW engine
and an innovative Tier 4 Final solution that
combines cooled exhaust gas recirculation,
selective catalytic reduction and diesel oxidation catalyst technologies, the CX350D
hydraulic excavator maximizes power and
performance. Together with improved hydraulic controls, the Case CX350D provides
more digging force and lift capacity and up
to 10% greater fuel efficiency.
Case also displayed its improvedperformance C Series of crawler excavators
with a 28.1t CX250C long reach model.
Powered by a Tier 4 Interim diesel engine,
the C Series optimizes productivity and

efficiency thanks to the Case Intelligent
Hydraulic System that helps manage the
engine and hydraulics. With an 8m boom
in the Long Reach version, the CX250C
crawler excavator can reach up to 18m.
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Smopyc waiting
for the industry
to recover

The 16th edition of Smopyc, the international trade fair for
public works, construction and mining machinery in Zaragoza,
Spain, fulfilled the expectations of exhibitors. The 720 exhibitors that took part from 28 different countries, together with
48,000 visitors confirmed the leading fair for the industry in
Southern Europe is still going strong. Smopyc 2014 was a
transitional edition strategically aimed at foreign markets that
have sown hopes of a recovery for the industry. The fair initially
expected a fall in the number of exhibitors, with little business
expected to be done, yet it ended with widespread satisfaction
among visitors interested in learning about the latest developments in an industry that has been facing difficulties for several
years. The exhibitors and the organizer said that the results
achieved were better than expected, and were convinced that
this edition had been a turning point and the launch for an industry that drives the creation of new job opportunities and wealth.
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There’s always something new
in the world of demolition
breakers. But while bigger is
often better, small improvements often prove to be equally
noteworthy. Jim Parsons reports.
The legendary American basketball coach John Wooden
was always a stickler for details in preparing teams for
games because, as he put it, “little things make big things
happen.” Demolition contractors are no strangers to
this principle. When they can quickly and efficiently
break large pieces of concrete, rock, or other substantial
material into smaller pieces, that means big results for
their firms, they are more productive, more profitable,
and more likely to be hired for other jobs.

Many aspects evaluate a breaker
That is why advancements in breakers, and related tools
such as shears, are so keenly anticipated by contractors
of all sizes and specialties. Tackling jobs with equipment
deemed good enough is no longer a viable business
model, given the growing expectation among customers
for high-quality work at a low price. Neither is a reputation for past work enough to keep customers coming
back, particularly when acquiring advanced pieces of
equipment can instantly turn an upstart company into
a formidable competitor.
Savvy contractors know also that jobsite performance is but one facet for evaluating breakers. There
are also issues of servicing and maintenance, durability
and reliability over the long-term, ease of interface with
various carriers, and manufacturer support in the event
of problems.
The good news is that breaker manufacturers
recognize these needs. That is why they continually
look for ways to upgrade products to make them more
relevant to contractors’ businesses and operational environments. The improvements are not always radical
or revolutionary. Sometimes, it is a tweak that lengthens component life or provides a few more Joules of
impact energy.
The best manufacturers are nevertheless cognisant
that improvements in their processes and practices can
make a good product better, even if the specifications
remain basically unchanged.
Prospective buyers would be advised not to dismiss
seemingly small improvements, or simply wait for something bigger to happen. The cost of a new breaker pales
against the cost of loss by simply sitting back and waiting. If that is not enough, consider that John Wooden’s
college teams won 10 national championships over a

12-year span, and his philosophy has been adopted and
emulated by countless other coaches, as well as business
and social leaders.

Not a bad legacy for
all those little things.
Three new additions to
JCB’s Hammermaster line
The recent addition of three new hydraulic breakers, the HM1770, HM2470, and HM3070 models,
has completed the update of JCB’s Hammermaster
range. The new models replace existing products, and
completes the integration of the latest efficiency and
productivity developments across JCB’s entire 14-strong
Hammermaster line.
The new additions extend the Hammermaster
Heavyline range to six updated models, joining the improved HM870, HM1270, and HM1570. The breakers
are smooth and precise in operation while delivering
massive impact energy. Productivity and efficiency are
maximised with an internal control valve increasing
blow frequency in hard applications.
JCB Heavyline Hammermasters are packed with
standard features. JCB Autogrease ensures that the
breaker is correctly greased to give extended bush life,
while a dust wiper system prevents dirt ingress. The
new range of JCB Heavyline breakers are silenced
as standard, and operate up to 5dB(A) quieter than
previous models.
Similarly, the new models in the Midrange Ham-

mermaster line, the HM166, HM266, HM386, and
HM496, feature greatly improved efficiency and productivity compared with their predecessors. The models
offer considerable benefits over traditional breakers with
a single-piece solid body. The new breakers feature long
floating bottom bushes for easy replacement, and largediameter tools to improve the wear characteristics while
transferring the blow energy for maximum productivity.
Twin oval tool retainers locate the tool securely and
offer long wear life.
Then there is JCB’s Compact Hammermasters,
the HM100/Q, HM115, and HM140. All feature
a sealed-for-life accumulator, and require recharging
only during a full rebuild service. This, together with
a grease retention seal in the lower tool bush, ensures
longer life and smooth operation. JCB Compact Hammermasters come with full-length side plates giving
protection against accidental damage. All JCB breakers
are supplied ready to fit with a complete package of appropriate tools, hoses, couplings, grease gun, and grease.
JCB’s 14 model Hammermaster line now features 12
silenced breakers and 10 universal breakers, with up to
28% more efficiency, and up to 92% more performance

Dehaco presents new IBEX
hydraulic breaker series
The Ibex breakers from Dehaco are the result of years
of refinement and field experience. The advanced
hydraulic circuit provides increased flow to the valve
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and piston, resulting in faster cycle times, increased rod
penetration, and more productivity than the company’s
previous models.
Other features include a minimum of moving
parts to reduce maintenance costs and downtime, an
adjustable valve for optimum working conditions, high
reliability, and a longer lifetime due to the use of high
quality materials.
Technical details

						IBEX		IBEX		 IBEX		IBEX		IBEX		IBEX
						130GS		170GS		 200GS		320GS		400GS		600GS
Excavator weight (t) .8-2		1.5-3		 2-4		3.5-7		5-8		6-10
Working weight (kg) 125		175			 215		 340		 415		 590
(incl. tool, top bracket and hoses)

Working press. (bar) 80-110 90-120 90-120 95-130 95-130 130-150
Oilflow (l/min)		 15-30		 25-40		 30-45		 35-50		 45-85		 45-90
Impact freq. (b/m) 700-1000 600-950 550-800 500-750 460-750 400-800
Impact energy (J)		205		352			 480		742		975		1,490
Tool diameter (mm) 45			53			 60			68			75			85
						IBEX		IBEX		 IBEX		IBEX		IBEX		IBEX
						900GS		1200GS 1800GS 2200GS 2800GS 3200GS
Excavator weight (t) 10-16		 13-18		 18-25		 25-32		 32-40		 36-45
Working weight (kg) 1,075		 1,400		 1,960		 2,380		 3,010		 3,350
(incl. tool, top bracket and hoses)

Working press. (bar)
Oilflow (l/min)		
Impact freq. (b/m)
Impact energy (J)		
Tool diameter (mm)

140-160 150-170 160-180 160-180 160-180 160-180
80-100 90-120 125-150 200-210 200-210 200-210
450-650 450-800 400-800 350-700 250-550 200-450
2,165		 3,460		 4,825		 6,815		 8,050		 9,150
98			120			 135		150		153		160

Silence and style punctuates Ramtec’s
updated MH range
Robi of Finland has updated its MH range of hammers,
with new silenced models joining the existing line of
side plate models. Inside, all parts remain the same
across the entire range, as MH hammers are known
for their reliability and power. The City models in the
updated MH line feature a modern, stylish appearance,
making them as attractive to look at as they are for
residents and workers to own.
Technical specifications

		MH7
Carrier weight (t)		
0.8-1.8
Working weight (kg)
70
Working weight-City (kg)
90
Impact rate (b/m) 1,000-2,600 1,110-2600
Operating pressure (bar)
80-130
Oil flow range (l/min)
15-33
Tool diameter (mm)
36
Noise level (dB(A))
121
Noise level-City (dB(A))
119

MH11
1.2-2.4
105
135
1,050-2,050
100-150
20-48
42
127
123

MH15
2-4
150
180
100-150
30-63
50
123
122

Montabert to replace Tramac
brand in North America
Montabert has announced plans to further extend its
brand into North America and replace the Tramac brand
name on select products. The rebranded products will
include hydraulic breakers, plate compactors, drilling
attachments, and pneumatic equipment, all most recently branded Tramac by Montabert, which the French
attachment manufacturer has been using to establish a
North American Montabert brand presence.
The Montabert name will now be used worldwide,
as the rebranding transition culminated with a heightened promotion of rebranded products at the recent
Conexpo trade show. “In many ways, this represents a
brand extension opposed to a brand transition,” said
Montabert North America business manager Stephane
Giroudon. “We have developed an aggressive integrated
marketing communications plan to address the brand’s
underlying value proposition, including its long history
of innovation and technological leadership, as well as
its experience in providing customers across the globe
with superior equipment solutions. We are confident
that our efforts will help Montabert garner the brand
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recognition it deserves in the United States.”
As a result of the impending brand
transition, existing Tramac customers
and dealers will benefit from direct
connection to and communication
with the Montabert factory in addition
to a heightened level of product support
and service. All Tramac products will retain
the green colour that has come to symbolize the global attachment manufacturer
that first invented the hydraulic breaker
in 1964.

Montabert 501 NG hydraulic
breaker provides operators
with greater power-to-weight
ratio
In 1969, the Montabert BRH 501 hydraulic breaker revolutionized jobsites
worldwide, largely displacing popular
compressed air demolition tools of the era.
Now, the French attachment manufacturer
is introducing the new and redesigned
Montabert 501 Next Generation (501
NG) hydraulic breaker to commemorate
its invention of the first fully hydraulic concrete
breaker more than 45 years ago.
Despite undergoing a 30% reduction in overall
weight, the 730kg 501 NG hydraulic breaker is 75%
more powerful than its predecessor, providing construction and demolition contractors with a superior
power-to-weight ratio.
Designed for use with backhoe loaders and
excavators weighing between 8.5t and 19.5t, the allpurpose hydraulic breaker delivers up to 870blows/
min. The 501 NG falls within the 2,700J impact
energy class, and requires a hydraulic flow rate of
between 79 and 140litres/min.

Standard features include an energy
recovery system that captures and recycles recoil energy from the piston
to increase strike power. Here is also
a blank firing protection system that
reduces metal-to-metal contact. In addition, the 501 NG hydraulic breaker’s upper and lower suspension system extends
the carrier’s life by absorbing vibration
and stress waves.
Optional features include an air pressurization kit for underwater applications,
as well as an automatic, cradle-mounted
grease station that delivers continuous
oil flow to reduce bushing and tool wear.
In comparison to hydraulic breakers of similar size, the 501 NG requires
minimal maintenance. The breaker’s
simple design, characterized by fewer wear
parts and no tie rods, enables operators
to complete routine maintenance on-site
with standard tools, including the replacement of the breaker’s bushing. An enclosed
heavy-duty housing unit further protects
working parts from debris damage, while
reducing noise levels.
The Montabert 501 NG hydraulic breaker is
covered by a limited one-year warranty. Working
tools include a general purpose moil, a blunt tool,
and a chisel.

Promove’s XP4500 sets
a new standard for high quality
demolition equipment
The XP4500 hydraulic breaker from Italian manufacturer Promove represents the combination of
high breaking performance, outstanding reliability,
low maintenance requirements, and fast support to
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time for downtime. Count on Chicago
Pneumatic RX hydraulic breakers to
power through the toughest tasks day
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easy maintenance and reliable, quiet
operation for years to come. For the
full selection of light-, medium- and
heavy-duty RX breakers, visit cp.com.
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customers. The XP4500 requires less oil flow than any
other competitor product in its class, resulting in less
fuel consumption and a lower cost-per-cubic meter.
The XP4500 also features the market’s lowest
noise and vibration levels. Operators who previously
used comparable breakers from other manufacturers
wondered about unexpected smooth functioning. The
nitrogen chamber over the head of the piston absorbs
excess vibrations returning energy to the percussion.
Also, the power unit is completely insulated from the
outside casing by a series of heavy-duty polyurethane
damping elements. As a result, operator and carrier
benefit from comfortable operation and substantially
reduced risk of damages from excessive vibrations.
In addition, the XP4500 includes all the features
buyers have come to expect from Promove’s XP range of
hammers, including the combined gas-and-oil working
principle, blank-firing prevention system, auto-greasing
pump, adjustable frequency/energy, a square-section
percussion body with tie-rods completely encased for
extra-long life and reduced risk of damages in the case
of breakage, and high back pressure when needed.
Quarrying is one of the main applications where
Promove’s hammers show their best features. Recently,
an XP4500 was delivered to a marble quarry in Southern
Italy and installed on a Volvo EC460 B excavator. The
breaker’s primary jobs were to break rock to expose the
good blocks that will be then cut by saw, and break
oversizes, reducing volume of big rock to be processed
into a mobile crusher to obtain aggregates as a secondary product.
The XP4500 was also used to break unstable rock
on vertical walls. This kind of use is similar to the
excavation in tunnelling, where the hammer is often
used horizontally to break and advance the face of the
tunnel, or upside down to clean the crown. The XP4500
proved to be extremely reliable even in these severe applications, continuing to work non-stop for hundreds
of hours without need of extraordinary service.
Technical data

		XP4500
Service weight (kg)
4380
Working pressure (bar)
180
Oil flow (l/min)		
275-345
Impact frequency (b/m)
290-590
Impact energy (J)		
15,250
Tool diameter (mm)
180

Sandvik back to the roots
Sandvik has taken back the Rammer brand name and
during last year the manufacturer extended their small
range of hammers with three all new hammers, 255,
355 and 455. The 455 is an important new model that
plugs a gap in the Rammer line-up and which is suitable
for carriers in the 2.7 to 5.2t operating weight class.
Designed to satisfy the specific demands of rental fleet
operators, the new 255, 355 and 455 models have working weights of 110kg, 150kg and 230kg respectively,
and each is designed for optimum carrier compatibility.
Just like the larger three models that complete
Rammer’s Small Range, the three latest additions offer
enhanced power-to-weight ratios by utilizing Rammer’s proven constant blowenergy operating principle
that ensures maximum impact energy regardless of the
operating pressure enabling maximum productivity
and profitability. This is matched by enhanced levels
of durability, reliability and serviceability. Each model
features a moulded box-type housing that minimises
noise and vibration while providing exceptional protection of the power cell. Rammer’s maintenance-free,
membrane-type accumulator and retainer pin cover
and locking system, as utilized in Rammer’s large range
hammers are just a few of the features that make Ram-

mer’s small range models easier to service and maintain
ensuring a long and trouble-free working life. A strong
and thick tool without the need for tie rods also ensures
that the new models are well equipped to cope with a
wide variety of materials and applications. Whilst the
bolt pattern on the flange top mounting plate allow for
the use of existing mounting brackets from previous
Rammer generations.
An additional novelty from last year, backed
by Rammer’s exclusive lifetime warranty, is the new
Rammer 5011 is designed using the same operating
principle as first seen on the smaller 3288 and 4099
models. This revolutionary operating principle that
has raised the standards in power to weight ratios, allows these hammers to be purpose-matched to specific
applications for increased productivity and usability.
Suitable for carriers in the 43 to 80t operating weight
category, the 5011 model weighs in at 4.7t and slots
neatly into the Rammer large range line-up between the
popular 4099 and the proven 7013 models to provide
customers with a complete range of hammers. The new
Rammer 5011 benefits from a number of key features
including, flexible operating principle, stroke length
and idle blow protection can be easily adjusted to allow
the hammer to be better matched to the applications at
hand. Improved hydraulic efficiency, delivers massive
impact energy and high blow frequency for exceptional
power-to-weight ratio. Lower operating costs, Rammer’s
vibration dampening tie rods system provides improved
reliability and minimises downtime while a state-ofthe-art sealing system and enhanced lubrication help
to reduce operating costs.
Rammer’s new 5011 utilizes the same revolutionary
operating principle that allows it to be purpose-matched
to individual applications and materials by using two
simple working mode selectors located on the hammer.
The long stroke setting uses a lower blow frequency for
optimum breaking in hard materials, such as granite
and reinforced concrete foundations, while the short
stroke setting delivers higher blow frequency which is
ideal for softer materials, such as limestone. The idle

blow protector on/off selector allows the operator to
easily adjust the working mode to provide protection
against idle strokes.
Like the other models in Rammer’s large range of
hydraulic hammers, the new 5011 is designed for a long,
trouble-free life. Simplified and more robust hydraulics
feature less valves and greater back-pressure tolerance,
making them the ideal match for a wide range of carriers
and hydraulic flow rates. The new model utilises longlife, high-tension Vidat tie rods for improved reliability
and lower operating costs. The tool-retaining pins are
locked by simple, reliable rubber rings, while the surface
of the lower tool bushing has been specifically designed
to provide longer tool life. To further extend the working life of the Rammer 5011, it is offered with three
greasing options: a centralised manual option; carriermounted Ramlube I automatic greasing; or Ramlube
II, which utilises a cartridge mounted on the hammer
to automatically deliver optimum levels of lubrication
for greater wear protection and a longer service life.
The new model also comes equipped with Rammer’s
Ramdata II service indicator that allows operators and
service personnel to monitor and log vital service and
maintenance information.

Tabe breakers feature
innovation and reliability
Tabe of Vitoria, Spain has a deeply rooted culture of
quality practices and processes, from design through
manufacturing and delivery. The company takes the
utmost care in selecting materials and configurations
for its products, ensuring that they provide perfect,
long-lasting operation from the moment a customer
begins using it. Tabe hydraulic breakers are characterised by their power and design, and are internationally
renowned for their advanced technology. For example,
Tabe medium and heavy-range breakers are the only
ones in the world that do not require tie rods. All products also offer minimal maintenance and an automatic
stop system for enhanced worker safety.
Another example of Tabe’s innovation is the multiMarch - April 2014 • Issue 2 •
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Technical specifications Tabe breakers

				AGB95
AGB175
AGB275
AGB375
AGB475BC AGB575
AGB-10B
Carrier weight (t) 		
0.8-3.5
2.5-4.5
3.5-5.5
4.5-7		
6-10		
8-15		
10-16
Operating weight (kg)
105		
170		
275		
340		
410 		
600 		
950
Overall length (mm.)		1,046		1,060		1,220		1,300		1,338		1,650		1,870
Operating pressure (bar) 80-100
80-90		
80-90		
130-135 130-135
130-140 150-175
Oil flow rate (l/min)		20-35		40-50		60-70		65-75		70-80		90-125
85-110
Impact rate (b/m)		
650-1200 1000-1200 850-100 800-950 850-975
700-1000 450-590
Tool diameter (mm)		45		50		65		65		84		90		105
				AGB12		AGB15		AGB18		AGB20STA AGB30STA AGB40
Carrier weight (t) 		15-23		19-25		24-28		25-35		30-50		45-70
Operating weight (kg)
1,300		1,470		1,950		2,300		3,300		4,850
Overall length (mm)		2,100		2,265		2,390		2,485		2,815		3,025
Operating pressure (bar) 150-170
150-180
160-190 160-190 160-190
160-190
Oil flow rate (l/min)		
90-120
120-145
130-155 175-220 205-245
250-340
Impact rate (b/m)		 450-700
400-800
450-750 350-600 300-550
250-340
Tool diameter (mm)		120		135		135		150		165		180

function Vibroripper, also known as the Silent Ripper
for its low noise level, approximately 30dB(A) lower
than an equivalent hammer. One attachment performs
a variety of tool functions, including ripper, hydraulic
breaker, post driver, pile driver, and sand compactor.
The silent ripper requires minimum periodic lubrication and preventive reviews after a certain number of
hours, yet provides up to four times greater productivity
than other attachments for work with soft materials,
where the use of a hydraulic breaker is not necessary.
The attachment also works perfectly underwater, with
no compressed air supply or other special care necessary.
Technical specifications

			TYR 8		 TYR12		TYR15		 TYR25
Carrier weight (t)		
8-12		
12-17		
18-24 		
24-35
Operating weight (kg)
885		
1,585		
1,995		
3,091
Optimal motor flow (l/min) 50 		
75 		
130		
155
Working flow (l/min)
65		
100		
170
200
Nominal pressure (bar)
110		
120		
120		
110
Max. working press. (bar) 210		
220		
230		
280
Total height w/o adapt.(mm) 1,714 		
2,170		
2,338		
2,353
				TYR35/40
Carrier weight (t)		
30-42		
Operating weight (kg)
3,865/3,940
Optimal motor flow (l/min) 170		
Working flow (l/min)		 220		
Normal pressure (bar)
130		
Max. working pressure (bar) 280		
Total height w/o adapt. (mm) 2,650		

TYR45/50
40-51		
5,503/5,850
150		
200		
170		
280		
3,516		

TYR55/60
47-65		
6,200/6,350
160		
210		
170		
290		
3,752		

TYR90
63-120
9,000
175
230
170
300
4,100

Indeco’s new ISS 10-20: small on
size, big on performance
Designed for 10t excavators, Indeco’s ISS 10-20 offers outstanding cutting force thanks to an exclusive
dual-profile piercing tip system, four fully reversible
and interchangeable steel blades, a dual-blade guide
system, and a unique cutting register adjustment
system. As with other Indeco hydraulic shears, the
ISS 10-20 features a regeneration valve to accelerate
no-load movement of the jaw, speeding up opening
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and closing. A heavy-duty pivot group keeps the jaws
aligned and prevents buckling, while a large, hydraulic
cylinder provides enough force to deal with any type of
working conditions. Long-lasting seals can withstand
pressure up to 700bar.
Technical specifications

			ISS 10/20
Steel shear weight (excluding mounting bracket) (kg) 1,800
Max. working pressure (bar)		
400
Maximum clamping force at tip (t)		
65
Length (m)			2.724
Jaw width (mm)			
450
Jaw opening (mm)		
500
Shear length (mm) 		
500

Cangini pincers and shears provide
quality without pinching a buyer’s
budget
Italian demolition equipment manufacturer Cangini
has offered a wide range of high-quality demolition
products for more than 20 years. The company’s innovative demolition pincer is equipped with a booster
system that trebles hydraulic pressure, thereby ensuring
high level of performance even on small-sized machines.
The pincer’s reliability is enhanced with pressure
and control flow valves, while its claws are made of
HB400 steel. The claws are also equipped with interchangeable bolted teeth that can be easily replaced.
Pincers can be supplied with tools in HB400 steel for
secondary demolition applications.
Using the same frame, booster, and pincer rotation
system, customers may purchase and install only the
metal-cutting claws, enabling them to get a head start
on demolition work at a lower cost. The metal-cutting
claws, similar to the demolition pincers, are made of HB
400 steel, while the main stressed surfaces are treated
with a special 600 Brinnel anti-wear wire surfacing.
Knives are made of 2767 HRC 52 tempered steel,
with a very high resistance to mechanic stress and wear.

New handheld breakers
from Chicago Pneumatic
Chicago Pneumatic Construction Equipment introduced two brand new handheld breakers to the North
American market, the CP1260 and CP 1290. The new
breakers offer the same quality and versatility as previous
pneumatic breaker models, but with updated features,
more power, and a sleek, ergonomic look.
Known globally for their high-impact technology
and durability, many of the same value-adding features
of the CP 1230 and CP 1240 were rolled into the CP
1260 and CP 1290, respectively. Offering a variety of
sizes, there is a CP pneumatic breaker option for every
application. At approximately 635mm long, and an
operating weight of 28.6kg, the CP 1260 is compact
enough to transport to any job site easily. Delivering
1,300 delivering blows/min, it is also powerful enough
to handle a number of medium to heavy-duty applications. The CP 1290 weighs in at 36.7kg and has a length
of 77mm, making this a powerful tool for its compact
size. The CP 1290 delivers 1,100 blows/min. The most
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Unbeatable performance
Nobody beats Brokk when it comes to demolition at reconstructions or renovations of residential,
commercial or industrial facilities. This remote-controlled, electric powerhouse combines impressive
hitting power with an outstanding reach, while the operator works at a safe distance from vibrations
and falling debris.
Brokk is so light that it can work even on weak floors. So clever that it can take the stairs (or the
elevator) between floors. So effective that you see the difference on the bottom line. In each project.

Brokk AB | P.O. Box 730, SE-931 27 Skellefteå, Sweden | Tel: +46 (0)910-711 800 | Fax: +46 (0)910-711 811 | info@brokk.com | www.brokk.com

MINING

powerful of the CP handheld line, the 1290 is ideal
for heavy-duty demolition work.
Both new breakers incorporated a number of
features new to Chicago Pneumatics’ handheld line,
including ergonomically designed handles to reduce
operator fatigue, a streamlined, flatter profile for
improved operator visibility, and new durable polyurethane front head springs that reduce wear and extend
the life of the breaker and its internal components.
Another key feature of the CP 1260 and CP 1290
breakers is that many of the components are compatible with previous generations of pneumatic breakers,
so that if a problem should arise with the new equipment, repairs can be made quickly and easily.
Also new to North America is Chicago Pneumatic’s Red Hawk Road gas-powered breaker. The
only gas-powered breaker in the Chicago Pneumatic
breaker lineup, Red Hawk Road features a powerful
breaking force, easy portability, minimum vibration
and maximum production all in one tool, ideal for
general construction, demolition, and road-building
applications.
Offering the same power-to-weight ratio as pneumatic or hydraulic breakers without any power source
or hoses, the Red Hawk Road delivers a breaking force
of 60J. With a light weight of 25kg, the breaker has a
full speed impact rate of 1,440 blows/min, and operates with a guaranteed sound power level of 109dB(A).
The hand-arm vibration value of the Red
Hawk is 4.3m/s2, and allows 50% longer work time
with a one cylinder, two-stroke engine. Measuring at 297mm, with a width across the handles of
609mm, the Red Hawk Road minimizes vibration
reducing the impact on operators while increasing
productivity.
Featuring a fan-driven cooling system, the Red
Hawk Road has a recoil starter with a decompression
valve, a redesigned tank cap, and electronic ignition
for easy start-up in any type of weather.
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Leading India quarry operators place
trust in Chicago Pneumatic breakers
For more than eight years, Chicago Pneumatic has played
a major role in helping Matha Granites, one of India’s
leading producers of manufacturing and plastering
sand, expand its quarrying operations in the country’s
Kerala district.
Matha Granites’ successful relationship with CP began
in 2005, when the company purchased its first CP1150
hydraulic breaker. With more than 8,000h of reliable
service, the breaker proved a great fit for the company,
paving the way for the purchase of other CP products.
“Ever since we bought the CP1150, which was our
first breaker, we’ve had a close and very productive relationship with Chicago Pneumatic,” said Matha Granites
engineering manager Mr. Pauly. “Over the years, we’ve
bought a lot of our key equipment from Chicago Pneumatic and have always been extremely happy with the
quality of the products and after sales support provided. ”
As one of the first CP hydraulic breakers to be operating in India, the CP1150 was a real breakthrough for CP
and helped the brand gain an excellent reputation across
the Kerala quarrying industry. Thanks to its successful relationship with CP, Matha Granites has been instrumental in
providing positive references for the brand and its product
performance across the region.
In 2007, Matha Granites acquired a CPS325 air compressor, followed by a CPS400 air compressor four years
later. In addition, the company has recently purchased a
model from the CP range of RX medium size hydraulic
breakers, which has proven an ideal match for the company’s requirements. With a novel design featuring only
two moving parts, RX breakers ensure easy maintenance,
long service life and quiet operation.
Other key features of RX breakers include hybrid technology to ensure optimum energy transmission from the
piston to the working tool, a power booster that harnesses
recoil energy to enhance percussive performance, and a
breaker box guiding system that minimises recoil forces so

that there is less strain on the carrier, operator and breaker.
In the Indian state of Gujarat, a rig-mounted CP RX14
medium hydraulic breaker has enabled the Sushmit quarry
increase its productivity by 40%. Sushmit turned to the
RX14 breaker to find a solution to the time-consuming
and expensive secondary drilling that was often needed
to shape metal boulders and make them suitable for
crushers. “My top priority was to produce metal with less
operational costs, so I chose Chicago Pneumatic equipment, which has, for decades, had a strong reputation in
the Indian market,” said Sushmit quarry director Monish
Patel. “After reading about the RX14 breaker, I was impressed to hear about its innovative features, including
a new double body system and a compact design with
less moving parts.”
With a weight of 800kg and an impact rate between
650 and 850blows/min, the RX14 is a robust and durable
medium size hydraulic breaker. The model features few
components and only two moving parts, resulting in a high
grade of reliability. Thanks to its recoil absorbing concept
and polyurethane insulted breaker box system, the RX14
is one of the most silent breakers on the market.
Other innovative features include hybrid technology
for higher impact energy, an internal control valve for
higher efficiency, and a power booster for higher performance. Plus, a central lubrication port makes the RX14
extremely easy to maintain.
After witnessing an on-site demonstration of the
RX14 breaker’s potential, Sushmit had no doubt about
purchasing it. Now, after more than 5,000h, the RX14
hydraulic breaker has lived up to expectations and proved
a great fit for the Sushmit quarry, which has dramatically
improved its efficiency and productivity. “Thanks to the
RX14 I can now obtain the desired size of boulder for my
jaw crusher,” said Patel. “As a result, secondary drilling has
been reduced by 80%, and I have experienced significant
savings on labour costs.”

CAT AUTO-CONNECT COUPLER FOR FAST TOOL CHANGES
Caterpillar’s Auto-Connect is a fully automatic quick coupler that saves
time with every tool change. Fast, fail-safe connections can be made
right from the cab! The unique design eliminates oil spills and
avoids unplanned downtime. Better performance.
Greater efficiency. Absolute reliability. It’s how we’re built.
Contact your Cat dealer for a great deal. Cat.com

IF YOU’VE GOT
A JOB TO DO,
WE’VE GOT THE
TOOL TO DO IT

©2014 Caterpillar Inc. All rights reserved.
CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow” and the POWER EDGE trade dress, as well as
corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission
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Volvo rocks heavy
metal in Qatar

Saba Engineering & Contracting is using a
fleet of Volvo machines to sort and transfer
scrap metal from its site in Mesaieed, Qatar.
The scrap yard is using two Volvo EC240
B-Series excavators, one EC460 B-Series,
two EC240 B-Series with magnetic plates
attached to attract certain metals to the
attachment and three EC240 B-Series
excavators with specialized grabs.
The Volvo machines sort and handle the
scrap metal, crushing and shearing the steel
into smaller pieces to make it more manageable. The metal is then transferred to a hauler,
which transports the loads to Qatar Steel’s
processing plant for melting.
“We use our Volvo machines 20h/day
and each on average consume 300liters/day
of fuel,” said Saba site supervisor Yameena.
“We have had the machines for six years and
they are still in good condition and look new.”
Volvo’s scrap handling excavators feature
hydraulics for a range of waste and recycling
attachments, including shears and grapples.
Volvo offers 20 different attachments that can
be programmed into the excavator’s memory.
The Qatar Steel plant in the Arabian Gulf
was established in 1978, but became wholly
owned by Industries Qatar in 2003. The plant
occupies an area of 707,000m2 with a further
375,000m2 reserved for future developments.
The plant, which has 1,650 employees, takes
small amounts of the scrap metal at a time
and puts it through its furnace, casting and
rolling process to produce sheets of recycled
metal.
Saba has been working with Araco, Volvo
CE’s dealer in Qatar, for more than six years.
Araco operates from one of the largest service
and parts facilities in Qatar, supported by
qualified field engineers.

Wolf recycles with Sennebogen

Wolf is using a Sennebogen 818 M E-Series for the sorting and loading of all recycling materials.
German disposal and recycling specialist
contractor Michael Wolf in Straubing, rely on
a new Sennebogen 818 M E-Series materials
handling excavator for sorting and loading
of recycling materials. Wolf is a certified
disposal service provider and a single source
for recycling solutions for all materials from
scrap wood to paper and plastics, extending
to workshop disposal and special waste
for the confined indoor implementation. The
recycling.
maXcab can be raised to a height of 5.6m
The Sennebogen 818 M E material hanto provide a direct view into the containers
dling machine equipped with a 97kW diesel
and over the entire work area.
engine and wheeled undercarriage, moves
The 818 M E also sets standards in
quickly over the entire site. Whether the task
the areas of energy efficiency and ease of
is sorting and loading industrial wastes, or
maintenance. Green efficiency technology
feeding the plastic shredder, the 818 M is
offers fuel savings of up to 25%, thanks to
the equipment of choice.
automatic engine speed reduction, start-stop
Wolf has been operating the shredder
automation and eco-mode fuel. “It is not only
since 2006 in order to produce granulate
the green colour that is a perfect match for us,
for new plastic from sorted foil and plastics.
in particular, the high quality of this machine,
The challenge associated with the machine
made in Germany, convinced us right from
design was the low ceiling height of just
the start. With the new Sennebogen 818 M
7m for filling the shredder hopper. With
we expect a significant increase in the efthe equipment length of 8m and compact
ficiency of our material handling and sorting
machine dimensions of 2.5m in width and
processes,” said Wolf director Carolin Wolf.
4.8m in length, the new 818 M E is ideal

Chicago
Pneumatic
rivet buster
aids
restoration
In the UK contractor McNealy Brown has paid
tribute to Chicago Pneumatic’s CP4608 rivet
buster for its crucial role in a major project to
refurbish the Port of Dover’s Cruise Terminal
building. The handheld tool was used in a
vital phase of the project to strengthen the
roof structure by removing and replacing the
original rivets.
Situated in the exposed Western Docks,
the building had suffered from corrosion. The
damage necessitated the replacement of the
lattice work purlins on a section of the roof
spanning 10.5m. The rivets, which fastened a
series of steel laminations, had to be removed
before the steel work could be reinforced and
tension control bolts put in place.
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The CP4608 rivet buster had the correct
combination of lightweight handling and
power to enable the removal of dozens of
rivets. “By using the CP4608 we have been
able to remove the rivet heads and punch out
the remaining rivet shaft through the hole,”
said McNealy Brown contracts manager Keith
Bryant. “We have removed hundreds of rivets
and the rivet buster enabled us to apply the
correct amount of pressure to remove the
rivets safely and without causing damage.
In fact, we have become specialists in rivet
busting, having worked on several other
historic transport buildings in the South of
England, including St Pancras, Waterloo and
Brighton stations.”

Atlas Copco introduces
Hydro Magnets

The latest complement to Atlas Copco’s
range of hydraulic attachments is the Hydro
Magnet, a range of tools for recycling plants,
scrap yards and the demolition industry. Hydro
Magnets enable steel to be separated from
concrete waste for recycling. Simply installed
on an existing grapple or shear installation,
they require no extra generator or electric
cable on the carrier. Two Hydro Magnets are
available in two versions, as a fixed magnet,
or a mobile magnet with chain link. Load
capacities range from 280kg up to 7.5t.
In the Hydro Magnet, hydraulic power
provides automatic flow and pressure control by a flow divider. A high voltage rapidly
achieves the magnetic power to attract a
large amount of ferrous material and hold
it firmly in place. A shock alternation of the
polarity accelerates demagnetization, resulting in fast material drop and a magnet plate
free from small pieces of steel.
The optimized weight/performance ratio
and interaction between all integrated components in the attachment offers optimum
handling performance. The overall result is a
faster collection and loading process.
The electronically controlled generator
has a digital control device in a waterproofed
body. Atlas Copco’s digital generator control
technology gives a magnetization and
demagnetization process cycle that is up
to 25% shorter than conventional magnet
controllers. This, in turn, means lower fuel
consumption. The digital control device also
protects the Hydro Magnet against the risk of
damage caused by short circuiting, overheating or excessively high or low revolutions of
the generator.
All key components are integrated into
a compact design. A hermetically sealed
steel case protects the magnet coil against
mechanical impact and humidity, and an external Hardox steel ring protects against wear.
A diagnostic panel indicates current
working status and potential faults for
trouble-shooting. No special maintenance
is needed, apart from periodic control of the
bolt connections and electric cable connection between the generator body and the
magnet plate.

When talking about demolition, the key word is “versatility”. From the crushing of structures
built in reinforced concrete to the cutting of ferrous materials and metal profiles, from the
separation to the movement of all types of inert materials: the MK multi-function crushers
assure you of the maximum efficiency and help you to attain your performance objectives.
Trevi Benne, the ultimate expression of power.

The Volvo MCT125C compact track loader
is part of the new compact tracked
loader range providing new ways
to conquer more applications
even in the worst terrain.
This makes each model
ideal for construction,
material handling,
landscaping and municipal work. With the ability to use
a wide range of attachments, such as
buckets, pallet forks, dozer blades, rakes and
much more, the versatility of Volvo compact
track loaders provides more opportunity for
year-round profitability.
Cab access is safer through the side entry,

www.trevibenne.it

demolition

| recycling | earthmoving

New compact
track loaders
from Volvo
large opening door. The redesigned cab is spacious, offering 27% more interior space over
previous Volvo models. The single loader arm
design delivers the loading performance and
durability of a traditional design,
along with the safety, improved
visibility and enhanced cab access of a side-entry, low
tower design. There is
easy service access due
to a single loader arm,
a forward-tilting cab
and a large, rear compartment door. The
single tower loader
arm design, with no
horizontal cross
member, provides
all round visibility.
The cab has a large
top window and narrow
ROPS cab pillars.
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European crushing
manufacturers aim to
conquer North America
Looking at suppliers and manufacturers of track-mounted
demolition and recycling equipment and crushing and screening buckets at the recent ConExpo, it seems that Europe has
a clear aim to enter the North
American market. PDi’s Heikki
Harri reports on some of the
exhibitors.
This is the result of two main factors. First, European
companies want to expand their markets, and secondly
American manufacturers have not entered these industry
segments in full force and even at the best, most of them
still concentrate on the domestic market. The situation
is lucrative for newcomers. There were, indeed, quite a
few European companies exhibiting for the first time at
Conexpo. Naturally, the big and established Europeans
were present in full force, but again, smaller companies
from countries like Austria, Germany and Italy also
showed their products.

MB
The Italian company MB manufacturing crushing and
screening buckets, universal quick couplings, and iron
separators was at the show for the fourth time. MB has
grown in recent years and regards itself as one of the
leading manufacturers in the world. Demonstrating the
buckets in action is the current trend by many bucket
manufacturers. MB had a lively demonstration area on
the stand with always a large number of spectators due
to the good and busy location.
“MB is, indeed, increasing sales and sales territories
constantly. We also design new equipment regularly,” said
MB general manager Guido Azzolin. For ConExpo and
the North American market, the company brought two
of its newest pieces of equipment, the MB-L120 and the
MB-L140 crusher buckets that are specifically designed
for skid-steer and backhoe loaders.

Kleemann has designed a series of ecological crushing and screening equipment and felt proud to show
them in Las Vegas. Marketing manager Mark Hezinger
stands as a yardstick.

It now features the new continuous feed system,
where overloading is detected using various parameters
and the material conveying speed is regulated accordingly. Therefore the conveyor elements do not come
to a complete standstill and continuous loading of the
crushing unit is ensured. Further improvements include
the redesign of the return conveyor and the increase of
the screening area. The two Mobirex models, the MR
110 Z and the MR 130 Z, have inlet opening of 1.1m
and 1.3m, respectively with feed capacities ranging up to
350t/h or 450t/h. As Kleemann has always paid particular
attention to environmental aspect, all machines comply
with emission standard 4f as specified in the US.

Dynaset
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Powerscreen
Powerscreen, the mobile crushing and screening equipment manufacturer from Northern Ireland and part of
the Terex Group, brought three new machines to the
show. One was equipped with a jaw crusher, one with
an impact crusher and one as a screening unit. They are
all applicable in demolition and recycling. The jaw unit
is a Premiertrak 300 HA Hydrostatic VGF jaw crusher
featuring the new hydrostatic drive system option, which
can reverse and unblock or run continuously in reverse
for asphalt applications. It is ideal for urban sites due to
low engine speed with excellent fuel efficiency and low
noise emissions. The Trakpactor 320SR is a mid-sized
horizontal impact crusher redesigned with key enhancements to offer operators reduction and high consistency

The Finnish company Dynaset is a specialized manufacturer of hydraulic equipment, tools and attachments
for a large variety of applications, including many that
are suitable in demolition and recycling. Dynaset equipment is based entirely on hydraulics that takes the power
from the hydraulic system of a machine. At ConExpo,
the company launched a new Blue Hydraulics product
line. The new line includes 17 new products, technical

Powerscreen is one of the leading companies in the
world in the manufacture of track-mounted crushing
and screening equipment.

Kleemann
The German company Kleeman, part of the Wirtgen
Group, showed several new models of its range of trackmounted crushing and screening units. Most of the
machines have been on show elsewhere, but were making their debut for an American audience. Amongst the
machines, however, was one that had its world premiere
at Conexpo, namely the Mobirex EVO 2 mobile impact
crusher, which represents the second generation of the
Mobirex series.

developments and improvements.
“The scope of this development has been to improve
many technical details, but also to make the equipment
even more compact and smaller in size wherever this
has been possible. For instance, the length of hydraulic
welding generators is now 10% shorter than previously.
The new size brings significant advantages because it is
easier to install and also gives more options for placing it
in machine,” said Dynaset managing director Reijo Karppinen. The Blue Line includes improvements in a large
number of equipment and components. They include
screw compressors, high-pressure water pumps, magnet
generators and modular valves. A further development
has been the design of a new generation of FLC cartridges
for the Blue Line. The cartridge enables easy and accurate
prediction to counter load changes when working with
hydraulic generators and compressors.

Dynaset’s new Blue Line has been officially launched
vitnessed by spectators.

product shape in quarry recycling applications with
output potential up to 320t/h. One exciting feature is
the quick-detach post-screen section, which converts it
to a standard Trakpactor 320 unit. This increases the
versatility for use in different applications.
The Warrior 2100 screen includes Triple Shaft technology that is unique to Powerscreen heavy-duty mobile

screens. The Warrior 2100 offers improved capabilities,
especially in sticky scalping applications. The machine
can process mixed demolition waste, including grass, soil,
concrete, wood and asphalt.

Simex
Simex from Italy has experienced steady growth, particularly outside of Europe. The company’s crushing and
screening buckets attracted a lot of visitors, particularly
from Asia and Oceania. Simex offered American customers its biggest crusher bucket, the CBE50 that can be
fitted to excavators up to 60t. This machine is currently
only on sale in the US. The other machine at Conexpo
was the new VSE40 screening bucket.

Metso

The Swedish global conglomerate Sandvik had two
stands. In an inside hall, the company showed the newest
machines for drilling, while the outside stand focused on
crushing and screening. Amongst these machines there
were the new QS441 secondary cone crusher on tracks.
The core of the machine is the CS440 cone crusher
that has been used in stationary applications for over 30
years. Now it has found a new applications as the heart
of a mobile version.

Allu
Allu, the Finnish manufacturer of crushing and screening
buckets, introduced the new DL series screening bucket
to the American audience. It is designed for the smaller
end of the scale with special top screen technology. The
construction is clog free and ensures good capacity even

The established Finnish manufacturer of process equipment Metso displayed its new line of shredders for the
first time at a major show. Three years ago Metso acquired
a well-established shredder manufacturer from Denmark

Allu traditionally demonstrates its product at trade
shows. This was the case in Las Vegas, too.

After acquiring a Danish shredder manufacturer Metso
has gone more deeply into demolition. Project manager
Dorthe Larsen explained the basic facts about Metso’s
shredder line.
and is now ready to market the products globally. Metso
shredders are in two series: There are four models of
EtaPreShred series, which is for pre-shredding purposes
and two models of EtaFineShred series for fine shredding.
They can be mobile or stationary.
The pre-shredders are based on a shaft mounted
knife design and open cutting table. Bridging is prevented
by shredding in both directions and attacking the material
from all angles. The shredders are driven by a hydraulic
system with a direct hydrostatic drive, so the machine
always starts at full power and speed, and all the power
is utilized for shredding. Therefore even very difficult
material can be shredded. Materials include bulky wastes,
industrial waste, hazardous waste, household waste,
wood waste, construction and demolition debris, and
biomass baled materials. Other equipment on Metso’s
stand included a Lokotrack LT220D, which features
a cone crusher and a screen on the same chassis, and a
Lokotrack ST2.8 track-mounted scalping screen. It can
be optionally fitted with a heavy-duty magnetic separator.

with wet materials. The DL series includes three new
models for 4t to 12t excavators and 2t to 8t wheeled
loaders. It can also be fitted to tractors and backhoe
loaders. Allu’s prime introduction at the show was the
newly developed M series of larger buckets aimed at soft
rock mining applications. The company has enlarged its
product offering now to the mining industry.

Buffalo Turbine
Buffalo Turbine is an established American manufacturer
of specialized equipment for dust and odour control.
The company was established in 1945 and enjoys a
good reputation particularly in North America. The
company’s prime product is the Monsoon Air Mister that
is the solution for on-demand dust and odour control
inside recycling facilities, waste transfer stations, wood
recycling, composting, concrete grinding and light duty
aggregate processing operations. Buffalo Turbine serves
such diverse industries as demolition, recycling, mining,
waste management, construction, paving, black top sealing, and agriculture.

Hartl
This Austrian company is already a household name in
the sector of crushing and screening buckets. At Conexpo
the company showed an impressive array of products
with eight different machines on display. The presence

Sandvik

Sandvik brings to major trade shows new equipment
like this Ql341 to Las Vegas.

The Hartl management made a small show within the
show by sitting down at a piece of equipment.

was truly justified as during the show Hartl calculated
660 interested visitors from 33 countries and many sales
were concluded. Hartl machinery is characterized by applying their unique technology to an extremely robust
structure. Hartl also has integrated a jaw crusher into
the form of an excavator bucket to be used in crushing
and separation of natural stone and recycling material
on site. Due to the Quattro movement designed by the
company, the buckets deliver high average performance
and throughput and an exceptional quality end product
with a minimal oversized material.

Remu
Remu is another Finnish manufacturer that has existed
for more than 20 years and present at Conexpo many
times. The company showed many crushing and screening buckets that have been improved recently, particularly
the screening buckets. The improvements concerning
the screening buckets include wear resistant steel rotors,
bolt attached comb counter blades and cleaning scrapers,
bolted side doors and plugs for greasing, and interference fits on shafts enhance transmission. “For us, North
America has been the most growing market in recent
years. Today United States is our biggest single export
market,” said Remu managing director Juha Salmi.

Irock
Irock is an American manufacturer of portable crushing
and screening equipment that made traditional wheelmounted units. However, right before Conexpo the
company designed its first two track-mounted units, the
TJ-3046 equipped with a jaw crusher and the TC-20
with an impact crusher. According to Irock, the impact
crusher unit can process material up to 450t/h. Irock
is an example of the mobility of machinery gradually
gathering new ground amongst the North American
manufacturers. Asphalt and concrete recycling as well
as construction and demolition are the industry sectors
that require mobility and this is where Irock wants to be
with the new machines.

Portafill
The North Ireland based Portafill is a European manufacturer that is on the way to expansion. Portafill makes
mobile screens for different applications, but mainly
for recycling and demolition purposes. At Conexpo the
company showed two pieces of machinery, the 5000CT
and 4000T. The Portafill 5000CT is the company’s
latest addition to its fleet. It is designed for heavy-duty
screening applications featuring variable speed feeder,
folding wing conveyors with large stockpile capacity, and
heavy-duty tracks for moving across rough terrain. The
4000T is equipped with a trommel screen and mounted
on tracks. It is suitable for screening soil, compost, wood,
landfill waste, and light rubble. It features a changeable
drum to screen different materials and sizes, folding
wing and product conveyors, and adjustable brushes for
self-cleaning drum action.

Portafill is one of the European manufacturers who are
attracted by North America’s lucrative markets.
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Swedish recycler opts
for dsb Innocrush
The Swedish recycling company Kross &
Återvinning i Nerike, founded in 2013 by
Thomas Gunnarsson and Niklas Eriksson,
has taken the advice of Biocare Svenska
and purchased a dsb Innocrush 30 crusher.
The machine has features that are necessary for successful recycling, such as hydraulic
lowering main conveyor for easy access
underneath the engine pack. “We find the
hydraulic opening of the Cat engine housing
extremely helpful,” said Eriksson. “Already
on the commissioning we noticed several
functions that we lacked on our previous

crusher and noticed that dsb innocrush really
has listened to the operators in the design of
their new machine.
“We had several breakdowns of the
hydraulic clutch on our previous crusher with
expensive repairs and the Innodrive system
will certainly reduce our maintenance costs.
The factory fitted Lasertronik measuring
system will definitely help us give customers
a fair price on the crushed material produced
and also help us keep track of our production.
We can strongly recommend Biocare and dsb
innocrush, which were present during commissioning to instruct our operators in proper
procedures and make sure that everything
was ok with the delivery.”
Kross & Återvinning work mainly in the
mid Sweden region with their base in Hallsberg outside Örebro. They work with contract
recycling of asphalt and reinforced concrete.
The company has a full book for the next year
with several locations where they will crush
reinforced concrete.

Liebherr at
the IFAT 2014
At the IFAT 2014, the world’s leading trade
fair for water, sewage, waste and raw materials management, which took place from 5
to 9 May in Munich, Liebherr will presented
four special machines for material handling.
These are two material handling machines
with mobile undercarriages, a wheel loader
with parallel linkage, as well as a telescopic
handler. The LH 26 M Litronic represents the
small model series of Liebherr material handlers. With an operating weight of 25t, it can
handle all kinds of materials. It is powered by
110kW turbo-charged 4-cylinder diesel engine
with exhaust gas after treatment for complying
with the IIIB emissions standard that employs
a maintenance-free oxidation catalyst. In
addition, the interlinking between hydraulics
and electronics assures powerful and quick
movements during material handling and,

at the same time, facilitates sensitive and
precise working for material separation tasks
in recycling. The L 550 wheel loader, with a 9m3
light material bucket, weighs 18.9t and has a
tipping load of 9.4t. The L 550, powered by a
129kW diesel engine, has an operating lever
with an additional mini-joystick attached to
the control lever. This enhanced joystick option,
is useful for industrial tasks, as the hydraulic
attachments employed in areas, such as highdump buckets with a holding-down device,
require several working movements to be
performed simultaneously. The TL 441–10
is one of four Liebherr telescopic handlers,
which can be used in a variety of ways, such
as in recycling and disposal as well as timber
handling. For adaptation to the different areas
of use, there is a large number of versions to
choose from.
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Metso’s Lokotrack LT220D
mobile crusher revolutionises
aggregate contracting
Lokotrack LT220D, the latest addition to
Metso’s mobile crushing and screening
equipment range, will revolutionize the way
aggregate contractors operate around the
world, the company claims. Combining a
cone crusher and a screen into a single track
mounted plant, the Lokotrack LT220D reduces
operational costs in several ways, notably
by substantially lowering fuel consumption
and reducing the need for maintenance.
In addition, the unit is compact and highly
transportable.
“Soaring, unstable fuel prices create
demand for plants that are increasingly
energy efficient and for new ways to operate.
However, you can only increase the efficiency
of a single machine up to a certain limit. Going beyond that point requires out-of-the box
thinking and new innovations,” said Metso
Mining and Construction project manager
Jarmo Vuorenpää.
The Lokotrack LT220D is designed with
aggregate contractors in mind. Because of
its ease of transport the Lokotrack LT220D
enables contractors to take on smaller
contracts that previously would have been
unproﬁtable. “The Lokotrack LT220D is the

ﬁrst-ever track-mounted crusher/screen
combination with such compact dimensions
and good transportability,” said Vuorenpää.
The fuel economy of the Lokotrack
LT220D is the sum of several features. Running both the crusher and the screen with a
single Cat C13 309kW diesel engine makes
a big difference. A power transmission system
enables maximum power for operating and
the result is substantially decreased fuel consumption with no compromise on capacity.
Hydraulically operated screen lifting and
folding side conveyors enable the Lokotrack
LT220D to be ready for action in a few
minutes. The weight of 48t and the compact
transport dimensions make the Lokotrack
LT220D easily transportable around the
world, giving contractors plenty of ﬂexibility
with the unit.
The Lokotrack LT220D is equipped with
a high-performing Metso cone crusher, either
the HP200 or the GP220. An intelligent
control system ensures safe and reliable processes in all applications. Paired with Metso’s
Lokotrack LT106 mobile jaw plant, the new
secondary unit is capable of producing up to
three calibrated end products.

Rockster expands
with the R1100DS
Constant development is the key to advanced
products and so the new Rockster R1100DS
crusher is in line with the company’s philosophy. Flexibility, rapid operational readiness,
continuous performance improvements
and more profit are the most important key
terms. “We are optimizing our machines
continuously so that we can offer the best
option on the market for our customers. Our
customers cover a very broad market segment
with the R1100, and there is much potential
for this kind of machine. That is why we have

constantly being developing this plant, taking into account the ever-increasing safety
requirements and placing the focus primarily
on the ease of operation, application flexibility
and performance,” said Rockster chief executive officer Wolfgang Kormann.

Increased user comfort
With the recently developed multi-function
display the crushing gap can be adjusted
hydraulically and continuously, so the final
material can be defined simply and easily.
The conveying velocity continuously adapts
the crusher load and the operating pressure of
the main conveyor, which prevents overload
and downtimes. If necessary, the vibrating
feeder can be infinitely controlled manually
via the remote control.

Easy accessibility
Hydraulic cylinders lower the screen box for
maintenance and also make the connection
and disconnection of the main belt much
easier. The main conveyor can be quickly serviced or repaired by the new main conveyor
belt service device. A permanently installed
device carries the belt and keeps it in position. The optional main belt wear protection

Unique return system

increases the life of the main bands. The
adjustable material protection forms a bed for
deceleration and deflection of the material to
be crushed, thus reducing the direct charge
of the main belt.

Flexible applications

The R1100DS impact crusher can be ordered
with a screen/return system consisting of
screen box and return belt. With the exceptional double functional return system the
return belt can be used as stockpile conveyor
with a discharge height of approximately 4m.
Dismantling for transport is not necessary.

The R1100DS is ‘duplex-able’ like its predecessor the R1100D. With Rockster’s patented
Duplex system, it can be converted in a few
hours from an impact crusher to a jaw crusher.
This provides operators with the versatility
to use the machine in a variety of different
applications.
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Telsmith
launches T400
cone crusher

BlueMac helps customers waste nothing
BlueMAC Manufacturing is the result of
a marriage of industry professionals from
within Blue Group and Dmac Engineering
and aim to become a key player in the
production of bespoke recycling plants under
the BlueMAC brand. BlueMAC’s aim is to offer the recycling industry innovative modular
bespoke products at a cost effective price.
The BlueMAC range includes feeders,
conveyors, trommels, picking stations, flip
flow screens, ballistic separators and ferrous/
non-ferrous removal systems. These modular
components, combined with the compatible
Doppstadt shredders and GK air classifiers,
form the basis for virtually any reclamation
task, providing BlueMAC with the ability
to turnkey recycling plant and equipment
solutions.

Metso upgrades
Nordberg CVB screen

Metso has redesigned the Nordberg CVB inclined circular motion screen to include more
features and generate even more benefits
to customers. The screen offers comfortable
space between the decks. A large space
lowers the risk for injuries and makes the
replacement of screening panels quicker. Nordberg CVB screen is also equipped with coil
spring covers to minimize the risk of pinching
accidents, and rubber stabilizers, high-safety
belt guards and one centralized, conveniently
located greasing manifold. In addition, the
wear protection liners are bolted on, which
makes them safe and easy and fast to replace,
unlike the glued rubber liners found in similar
screens. Nordberg CVB
screen fit for
several applications and its
standard deck
frames are preconfigured to handle
both modular and tension screening media with
minimal interruption and can easily
be converted to handle the Metso screening
media of choice.

One recycling company Shorts Group
carried out an evaluation of equipment
before opting for the BlueMAC system. “I
visited the BlueMAC manufacturing facility to see some of the new plant during
construction,” said Short managing director
Gary Short. “I was thoroughly impressed by
the level of design and new ideas. During

the visit, my operators and managers had
the opportunity to further discuss the design
and possible implementation of better access points for maintenance and servicing.
I am confident that BlueMAC’s technical
knowledge, first class machinery and excellent customer support will benefit Shorts
Recycling and our customers.”

Flexco is an international provider of mechanical belt fastening systems, vulcanizing
presses, belt cleaners, belt positioners,
impact beds and pulley lagging for light and
heavy-duty applications. With its mechanical
belt fasteners, Flexco provides solutions that
enable the operators of conveyor systems to
simplify their maintenance and repair work.
Mechanical belt fasteners can be installed
and removed more easily, faster and more independently of the weather than vulcanizing.
In some cases, it is no longer possible to
splice older and worn belts. With Flexco ‘s
mechanical belt fasteners the belts can be
spliced in less than an hour, depending on
the belt width and thickness. The operator’s
maintenance personnel can install the fasteners easily and quickly. All that is required is a
portable installation tool, a hammer, a power
tool or a wrench.
Flexco have the correct fastener for each
application and can be used for belts between
3mm and 30mm thickness and with a nominal belt tensile strength of up to 2,500N/mm.
To ensure the splice has the longest possible
service life, Flexco selects the material that
best suits the specific environmental and

operating conditions.
Depending on the application, Flexco
offers two types of conveyor belt fastener
systems, hinged or solid plate. Hinged
fasteners are suitable for belts that
need to be frequently changed,
cleaned or renewed. They can easily
be separated by releasing the hinge pin.
Additionally, these fasteners can be used
for belts with different thicknesses. Another advantage of hinged fasteners with
pin is that belts can be prepared in the
workshop prior to installation. Solid plate
fasteners are used in installations with
large pulleys or in cases where high wear
resistance and fastener strength are required.

Flexco has
the answer
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At Conexpo Telsmith launched its new T400
cone crusher with the largest in-class clearing stroke and the highest in-class crushing
force. It delivers 300kW performance and a
crushing capacity output range from 135t/h
to 545t/h. Ideally suited to quarrying and
mining applications, the T400 is engineered
for maximum productivity, and lower operating costs. It features a large clearing circuit to
allow any uncrushable materials to pass. With
a maximum feed opening of 305mm, the T400
is complete with a 1.32m diameter head, a
1.4m receiving hopper, replaceable mainframe
liners and epoxy-secured manganese steel
crushing members. To minimize downtime
and reduce inventory costs, the T400 enables
the use of a single bowl for all liners over its
range of operation, allowing optimum versatility, flexibility, and efficiency in any aggregate
application.
The T400 features a new patent-pending
anti-spin feature that prevents head spin
to extend manganese life. It is mounted on
top of the machine to offer easy top-service
access. The T400 is also designed to operate
with pressure lubrication oil, while eliminating
the use of a gearbox and a separate hydraulic
circuit. Additional serviceability features differentiate the T400 from conventional units.
For example, the T400 is designed with six
cylinders, which is fewer in than conventional
units, yet offers the largest crushing force
availability. The Telsmith T400 is also nitrogen
free and is engineered with a patented release
system that eliminates the need for hydraulic
accumulators. Even more operational cost
savings stem from features such as a patentpending concave bowl liner retention system,
which consists of a lip ring that centres the
bowl and achieves retention without the use
of hammers and other hand tools. The T400
features the largest-in-class, patent-pending
hybrid bearings that feature a washer and
ramp design that replaces the conventional
use of a socket, socket liner, and head ball.
Unlike roller bearing machines, these large
hybrid bearings offer a static and dynamic lift,
which results in far greater lift to efficiently
carry the crushing forces.

Lokotrack mobile screen transforms sticky feed into revenue
The new Lokotrack ST2.8 track mounted
scalping screen sets a new standard for
transportability, capacity and accuracy in
mobile scalping screens. It is aimed at recycling applications and Lokotrack multi-stage
crushing processes, helping transform the
toughest feed material into proﬁt.
Typical applications include topsoil
separation, demolition, quarries, sand hills
and other processes requiring a scalping
screen. The new screen is at its best when
the feed material is sticky, wet and difficult,
and when high capacity is required. An
optional heavy-duty magnetic separator
and drums enable the screen to handle
metallic material.
At the core of the Lokotrac ST2.8 is a
new Metso high-stroke screen, which provides the highest stroke on the market and

more screening area on the second deck,
compared to other mobile screens in the
same size range. The high eccentric throw
translates to power in material separation
and a large screening area ensures precision
in ﬁnes separation.
The new unit is a low emission machine
that will also help reduce operating noise.
These beneﬁts combined with compact
dimensions make Lokotrack ST2.8 suitable
for screening even in the middle of densely
populated residential areas. The Caterpillar
C4.4 diesel engine meets the latest emission
regulations, and the new hydraulic system
allows for a lower fuel consumption compared to similar screens. As an additional
feature the Lokotrack ST2.8 can be operated
with external electricity and by an intelligent
control system.

Caterpillar launches new
compact wheel loaders
Two new Caterpillar compact wheel loaders, the 910K, a new model in the range,
and 914K replacing the 914G and IT14G
integrated tool carrier, feature Caterpillar’s
Z-bar loader linkage. The linkage allows the
loaders to work with the digging power of
conventional Z-bar machines, while also
providing the parallel lift capability of an

integrated tool carrier. Both models use a
68kW, EPA Tier 4-Interim / EU Stage IIIB
engine, the Cat Hystat hydrostatic drive
system, and new cabs. High-lift booms,
couplers and a range of work tools, including Cat performance series buckets are
available, ensuring optimum versatility
and productivity.

Your partner in Recycling!

Rotar Polyp Grab (RPG)

LiuGong introduces
new products at
Conexpo
The Chinese construction equipment manufacturer LiuGong introduced a new skid
steer loader and large hydraulic excavator
at Conexpo. The 375B skid steer is equipped
with a 40kW Perkins 404F-22T Tier IV final
engine that meets the North America and
European stringent emission standards. The
375B rated operating load is 864kg, in its
standard configuration with a 0,4m3 bucket,
and travel speed is 10.6km/h. The machine
lifts to a dump clearance height of 2.2m and
with a lift speed of 4.1s, dump at 2.4s and
float down of 2.2s. The 375B comes with a
range of options, including high-flow hydraulics, heater and air conditioning, enclosed
ROPS/FOPS cab, solid tyres and tyre chains.
In addition LiuGong also used Conexpo
to launch its latest crawler hydraulic excavator the 950E. The 950E weigh 48t and has
a dig depth of 6.53m and dumping height
of 6.89m with a 3.3m3 bucket. The 950E
is powered by a Cummins QSM11 280kW
diesel engine, which comes with an electronic

Rotar Scrap Shear (RSS)

control module. It delivers extra power for
tough jobs, while reducing both fuel consumption and emissions
As the cost of fuel continues to rise,
engine idling is becoming a growing issue
for the industry. The 950E features an automatic idle speed function, which reduces
engine speed down to 1000revs/min after
just seven seconds, when the machine is at
rest, significantly reducing fuel consumption
and engine wear.
The 950E’s developments started with
LiuGong’s intelligent power control system
to provide more accurate matching and
control over engine speed and main pump
flow, delivering more power, faster response
and smoother operation.
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For the love of trees

In 1916 the Municipal Pier in Chicago, Illinois, was the first pier in the US to combine
shipping with entertainment. The pier was
re-named Navy Pier in 1927 as a tribute to the
US Navy personnel that served in WWI and is
considered one of Chicago’s most historical
and popular landmarks. In June 2011, Navy
Pier Inc. was established as a not-for-profit
corporation to maintain the structure as a
historic public landmark and oversee its redevelopment. They issued The Centennial
Vision, which advised the redevelopment
of the pier into a bolder, greener, and more
contemporary urban space to elevate it as a
world-class attraction.
The redevelopment project involved cutting out and removing 56 sections of structural
concrete slabs and beams directly over Lake
Michigan. The concrete openings were created
for the installation of new recessed steel and
concrete tree pits that range in size between
5.19m X 4.9m up to 5.19m X 8.54m. Alliance
Concrete Sawing and Drilling located in East
Dundee, Illinois was called upon by Madison
Evans joint venture because of its over 50
years of experience in demolition, concrete

The ultimate
lifting device
from Feltes

In the German town of Bochum about
3,600m2 of the Town Hall needed remodelling
and 12 inner courtyards required concrete
sawing to make way for new offices. The
remodelling was undertaken in three floors
that also required crossbeams to be sawn
and disposed of. A total of 4,000t of concrete
had to be sawn into 1.5t blocks and removed.
This rebuilding was especially difficult due
to the central location of the Town Hall, as
cranes could not be used for lifting out the
concrete blocks.
The access problem was solved by using
Feltes lightweight aluminium gantry cranes,
made at Ratingen about 40km from Bochum.
Several types of gantry cranes were put into
operation. The standard type with a height
of 3m and maxi with a height of 4m, as
well as the under load movable types were
used. With these cranes the concrete blocks
were secured, lowered and removed. The
light aluminium gantry cranes were a great
help as the concert blocks were lifted and
transported through the existing buildings
to the container disposal.

sawing and robotic demolition.

Cutting and removal
The cutting and removal sequences were
planned in a step-by-step process of cutting
procedures and methods. All pre-cutting was
completed to full depth between existing
structural beams prior to installing anchors
to insure smooth working surface for slab
saws. After precuts had been made drilling
and setting Hilti epoxy anchors for rigging
points were completed. Alliance’s 50t mobile
crane was used to lift the concrete pieces
that weighed an excess of 16t. Four different
Alliance wire saws and a Diamond Products
CC110 deep cut slab saw with a 1.83m
blade were used to cut through the 790mm
railroad track embedded slabs and 864mm
concrete beams.

Protection
To work above Lake Michigan in the fluctuating water levels and tides Alliance built three
pontoons to catch any chips of concrete and
slurry from getting into the water. Positioning
the pontoons during the cold months was
difficult because of the large amount of ice
that formed on the lake. Six Kasco de-icers
were strategically placed in the water and
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ran non-stop to keep ice from forming and
allow the pontoons to be moved to the work
areas. Diteq gelling agent was spread out
and dispersed on the pontoons to turn the
falling concrete slurry into a gel substance
that could be shovelled up for easy clean up
and preventing contamination of the lake.

Timeline, weather and safety
Completing a concrete saw cutting project
of this nature is complicated, but when you
factor in The Chicago winter of 2013/2014
was the third snowiest on record and the
coldest winter in 30 years. To combat this
abnormal weather Alliance came up with
ingenious ways to keep on schedule for the
three months they were on site. Electrically
heated water hose was used to keep the
water from freezing for the saw cutting. In
addition the company fabricated and erected
two heated working enclosures to work inside
during the snow, cold and rain. The enclosures
had a vinyl retractable roof system that could
be pulled back quickly for lifting by crane and
closed quickly to maintain heat. Alliance cut
out over 1,316t of structural concrete that
was trucked away and recycled and completed its Navy Pier project ahead of schedule.
By: Don Collier
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In April a Brokk 100 was battling the world’s strongest
man, Brian Shaw, on prime
time television on one episode
of NatGeo’s series Showdown
of the Unbeatables. “A remarkable experience,” said
Brokk field sales application
expert August Scalici who
operated the robot during the
programme.
Brokk’s US subsidiary was approached by National
Geograpics TV series NatGeo’s ‘Showdown of the Unbeatables’. “It was actually over nine months ago that
we were approached by a production company under
contract with NatGeo to produce a series of episodes
featuring interesting technology pitted against other
technology in provocative ways,” said Brokk vice
president sales and marketing Peter Bigwood.

Fun event
Brokk received a pilot that the production company
already had done which gave the team at Brokk an idea
of what it was all about. The format of the show is
simple: There are three showdowns in each hour long
episode. The actual episode spent about ﬁve minutes
on each company, giving background about their
technology and the features of their product. Then
the ﬁnal ﬁve minutes is taken up with the challenge,
where they have to compete to see whose product is
truly unbeatable. There is no cost for the companies
to participate.
“It’s all in good fun, and they try to ﬁnd unlikely
match-ups. In our case, they chose the world’s strongest man, Brian Shaw, and billed the competition as
“man against machine”. But from the full 15 minute
segment, the three challenges we were given didn’t

Brokk vs world’s
strongest man
exactly play to Brokk’s strengths, but that’s show biz,”
said Bigwood. Part of the fun was that once Brokk
agreed to participate, they had to sign a very strong
conﬁdentiality agreement, since the actual ﬁlming
took place several months ago, and the Brokk team
known since then who won. But only a small number
of people within Brokk were aware of the result, and
they were all sworn to secrecy.

“Did not know
what we were up against”
The other fun part was that the people from Brokk
didn’t know until the day of the challenge, that was
ﬁlmed in Los Angeles, who or what they were up
against. “We had no idea that our robot would be going
up against a man,” said Bigwood.
The background ﬁlming, done in Monroe, Washington, where the Brokk premises is located, happened
just a few days before the showdown down in Los Angeles. “We were very impressed with the way the ﬁlm crew
operated, though it is clear from the ﬁnal product that
they ﬁlm tons more footage than they really need. It was
their choice to have us use the Brokk G50 grapple as our
weapon of choice for the competition. We thought that
perhaps we would be set up against a manufacturer of
super-strong concrete or something like that, but with
hindsight, I think they knew what they were doing in
terms of compelling television,” said Bigwood.
“One funny thing that happened worth mentioning is that they mounted a GoPro camera inside the
washing machine, and asked me to crush the machine. I
was hesitant since I didn’t want to destroy their camera.
“They laughed and said it’s only worth US$200, crush
away,” said Brokk 100 operator Augie Scalici. Augie has
many years of experience working with Brokk and was
the best man to do the work in front of the cameras. Also
Brokk president Lars Lindgren took part in the episode.
At the NatGeo website there is another episode
where Chicago Pneumatic, had also been approached
and one that Bigwood is very familiar with as he was
CP president for about 10 years. One of their large
hydraulic breakers was pitted against a very well-built
safe and the safe won.

Showcasing leading-edge technology
Brokk Inc’s Field Sales Application Export August Scalici (right) together with the world’s
strongest man Brian Shaw.
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The basic idea behind the series is to showcase leadingedge technology in interesting ways. The programme
makers do not want to make anyone look bad. The
producers want to appeal to people who are fascinated
by technology, or perhaps, are looking to interest people

in technology, by showing it in a different, us vs. them,
reality TV type of format.
“Interestingly, they tried to get Scalici and Lindgren
to say things like ‘we’re going to kick his ass’ or ‘we’re
going to dominate him.’ Lindgren wanted no part of
that, so all they got was a lukewarm ‘absolutely’ when
they were asked if they thought they would win the
competition,” said Bigwood.
Scalici and Lindgren were ﬂown to Los Angeles for
the ﬁlming and Brokk’s regional sales manager for that
area, Jon Graham, went along for logistical and moral
support. The world’s strongest man turned out to be
a very nice guy.

“Disappointed in myself
but not my machine”
One of Scalici’s quotes did not make the ﬁnal cut
when he was asked ‘how do you feel after losing the
competition?’ “I’m disappointed in myself, but not in
my machine,“ said Scalici. A quote that summed up
the battle rather nicely and a proof of loyalty to his
company and products. Bigwood said that Brokk were
ﬂattered to be asked to participate in the programme
and is not sure how they found Brokk. But they were
clearly very impressed with the Brokk machines and
loved all the tricks that Scalici could do with the Brokk
100. Some did not make it onto the programme. Some
background footage that was taken at the factory in
Skelleftea in Sweden also did not make the programme.
“They asked us for it and we did it but in the end they
decided to use the action shots from Monroe. So now
we have some very current footage of the factory and I
suspect we’ll turn that into a video that we can use for
our own purposes in the future,” said Lindgren.

www.brokkinc.com

Atlas Copco adds
drum cutters
Atlas Copco has introduced a range of eight
drum cutter attachments to its range of construction tools. The DC Drum Cutter range is
available with service weights from 200kg to
2.9t, suitable for carriers up to 50t.
“Our drum cutters are an excellent choice
for rock or concrete wall and surface profiling,
trenching, frozen soil excavation, soft rock
excavation in quarries, demolition, and dredging,” said Atlas Copco Power Demolition Tools
product line manager Gordon Hambach. “They
are complementary products to our hydraulic
breakers and offer an additional solution for

softer rock applications up to 100Mpa.”
Atlas Copco drum cutters can be used
underwater to a depth of 30m without
additional installation. The drum cutting
technology also allows accurate removal of
material in tunnels and trenches, and from
any other kind of rock or concrete surface.
Due to small grain sizes, cut rock or concrete
can be used as backfill material without
additional crushing. Low noise and vibration
levels make the new drum cutters suitable
for use on restricted jobsites and in sensitive
urban areas.

Made in Germany

Journalists gathered recently at Volvo Construction Equipment’s facility in Konz, Germany for the national launch of the EC250E
crawler excavator. The event was also used as
an opportunity to offer insight into technology
set for introduction in future generations of
Volvo machines. In the prototype centre,
journalists were shown future projects for
intelligent machines, including a terraforming
heavy outdoor robot. Various joint research
projects with universities were also presented,
such as a high-level camera system that provides a bird’s eye view around the vicinity of
a machine. The concept will soon be available
to Volvo customers.
A tour of the research and development
facilities was followed by visits to the service
and training departments, culminating in a

tour of the factory and its production system.
“This event offered the opportunity to
show the development of the Konz site and to
emphasize our Made in Germany message,”
said Volvo CE Germany managing director
Christian Krauskopf.

Journalists viewing the new excavator EC250E.

Wacker Neuson machines
for North America

The highlight of Wacker Neuson’s Conexpo
exhibit was the introduction of its new line
of skid steer and compact track loaders,
which has been designed specifically for
the North American market. The two skid
steer loaders SW 24 and SW 28, with a
payload of 1,100kg or 1,350kg, as well as
the two compact track loaders ST 35 and
ST 45 with 1,600kg and 2,050kg payload
were unveiled. With the addition of the
new skid steer line, Wacker Neuson can
now offer dealers a comprehensive range
of construction equipment.
“With the introduction of the skid
steer loader series, we complete our
portfolio of compact machines in North
America. This makes us even more attractive to many dealers and we can now

New tracked Traxporter from Hinowa
Italian manufacturer Hinowa has introduced
the new TX2500 Transporter, for safe and
fast transport of goods. TX2500 is a robust,
powerful and high-speed machine suitable
for any type of soil. The load capacity is 2.5t
with a hydraulic system of 180° rotation and
tilting body. The rubber tracks with floating
rollers allows a speed of 12km/h. The double
speed system is also equipped with pedal for
smooth engine speed control. It is powered
by a 37kW Kubota water-cooled diesel engine with large tank capacity. The seat can
rotate 180° to allow steering the machine
with maximum visibility in both directions.
Safety is also guaranteed by the FOPS structure to protect the driver. A simple control
panel, headlights and easy access to service

Kramer launches three telehandlers
In Germany Kramer-Werke is to launch
three new telehandler models, the 4407,
5507 and 5509, with payloads between
4.3t to 5.5t and lifting heights from 7m
to 9m. The new telehandlers from Kramer
combine the sturdiness of the wheel
loader paired with the lifting height of
the telehandler, making the three models
ideal machines for materials handling
applications.
The new telehandlers are lowemission and fuel-saving and also allow

for comfortable and economical work,
thanks to the Ecospeed transmission
and new additional features. With the
Ecospeed transmission, already in Kramer
loaders, the speed can be sensitively and
variably increased from 0 to 40km/h
without losing tractive force. The automatic engine speed adjustment, called
Smart Driving, makes it possible to drive
in a fuel-saving manner. At a constant
speed, the engine speed is lowered to
1,800revs/min.
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provide customers with high-quality and
high-performance compact machines, all
under one roof,” said Wacker Neuson SE
chief executive officer Cem Peksaglam.
“This is in line with our strategy of aligning sales and distribution activities even
more closely with customer needs and
priorities. The feedback we received so
far is very positive and we can already see
that the introduction of these machines
was the right step.” The new models will
be available at the North American and
Canadian dealer network from mid-2014
onwards with the balance of the line being
phased into the marketplace over the next
couple of years.

points are other details that make the new
TX2500 the perfect machine for maximizing
productivity.
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A Schwamborn upgrade
Schwamborn has upgraded its floor grinder
DSM 800S, which has higher grinding performance, improved user-friendliness and
energy-saving motor and gear technology
with improved efficiency. The improved floor
grinder will be supplied as standard with the
following features:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Individual adjustment in
height of the suction ring
for better dust collection
Crane hook for transport

Motor and gear with improved
grinding efficiency
Non marking wheels for
sensitive floors
26litre water tank
External water connection
and dosing for a continual
water supply when
grinding on big surfaces
Anti-shock drive suspension
for quieter running and
reduced handle vibration
Swiveling weights for an
individual adjustment of the
grinding pressure
Flexible diamond carrier
device for better
grinding with low
vibration on uneven
surfaces
Quick release handle
adjustment

New Norton Clipper handheld drilling motors
Saint-Gobain Abrasives has launched a new
range of Norton Clipper handheld drilling
motors, CDM163 and CDM203. Both are intended primarily for artisans, masons, plumbers, heating engineers and electricians and can
also be used by contractors specializing in
drilling. The new motors have a full aluminium
body for better cooling, greater rigidity and
lightness. The machines are designed for
ease of use and maximum safety for users,

thanks to a soft-start system, large and soft
bi-material handles and electronic, thermal
and mechanical protection. Maintenance
has also been simplified, with direct access

to the brushes in the electric motor. Each
drilling motor benefits from an additional
12-month warranty, to
reach a total of 2-year
warranty from the date
of purchase.
The CDM163 is designed for drilling up to
160mm, with a power
of 1.8kW. It is suitable
for wet drilling of most building materials and
can be associated with a dust-swivel accessory for dry drilling. CDM203 is designed for
drilling up to 200mm, with a power of 2kW.

New dust extractor
from Husqvarna
Husqvarna has strengthened its position in floor preparation equipment with
the launch of the DC 6000
dust collector. The
dust management
system employs advanced cyclone technology, which enables
constant high airflow
and high productivity while leaving less dust
on the floor. ”It is a big
time saver. The technology
will definitely contribute to
higher efficiency and productivity for users,” said
Husqvarna Construction
Products floor grinding
global product manager
Joakim Leff-Hallstein.
Husqvarna DC 6000
will replace Husqvarna
DC 5500, a vacuum
cleaner with a traditional twin filter system. Now,
with the patented
double shell cyclone
technology with
automatic filter
cleaning, DC
6000 provides a
number of new
b e n e f i t s. Th e
centrifugal force
in the double
shell cyclones

road maintenance and laying pipes under
roads. The semi-automatic feed increases
cutting precision and makes easier the
traction of the floor saw.
Moreover, the joint
cutters are equipped
with a recoil starter that
can be regulated through the
accelerator. Furthermore, the
tanks for the cooling liquid with
capacity up to 62litres, reduce
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www.husqvarnacp.com

It is suitable for wet drilling or dry drilling
with connection to a vacuum cleaner, and it
is specially recommended for the drilling of
reinforced concrete. Both handheld drilling
motors are equipped with a 3 speed gearbox,
and a combined 1/2” and 1 1/4” spindle allowing the use of most of the diamond core
bits on the market. They can be mounted on

drill rigs with their 60mm mounting collar.
“The CDM163 and CDM203 drilling motors are among the most robust and powerful
on the market, and provide, in conjunction
with our range of Norton diamond core bits,
an ideal drilling solution,” said Norton Clipper
southern Europe product manager Francis
Chianese.

interruption times and it cools the diamond
blade in a perfect way, so that the disc can
last longer. To eliminate the need to stop
to fill the tank, it is possible to connect
the floor saw to an external tap or to
a reservoir to provide unlimited cooling water.
The diamond blade is adjustable in height and is protected
by a special frame, which
prevents any pos-

sible accident to the operator.
There are several petrol and diesel
powered joint cutters, which differ from
the maximum diameter of diamond blade
that can be mounted, from 350mm up to
500mm. The most popular engines are the
Robin 4.5kW, 6kW, and
10kW and the Honda
of 4.1kW, 6.7kW and
9.7kW. Also popular are
the silent Yanmar engines
5.2kW and 6.5kW. It is also
possible to supply the 6.5kW
Hatz engine.

Cuts Diamant new floor saws
Floor saws, also called joint cutters or
asphalt and concrete cutters, made by
Cuts Diamant are very useful machines
to cut asphalt, roadways, concrete, reinforced concrete, floors and create
expansion joints. Their compact
and sturdy structure, as well as
their handiness, make these
cutters fundamental tools
for building contractors
engaged in road works,

separates 95% of the
dust from the intake
air. The dust is then
collected in a Longopac system that
allows fast, dropdown, dust free, disposal into individually sealed plastic
bags. The DC 6000
has a HEPA 13 filter,
which is certified to
meet global health
environment
standards.
Th e a i r
continues
into the filter cylinder,
where the filter catches the remaining dust. Also,
compressed air is
used to keep the
filter clean and
e f f e c t i v e.
The purging cycle is
computerized for optimum filter cleaning,
which results in a productive
dust collector with no loss in suction over
time. ”This means significantly less dust on
the floor and in the air, which saves time
but also contributes to a more healthy
working environment for the users,” said
Leff-Hallstein.

3-7 JUNE 2014 RUSSIA MOSCOW

Hall 1 Stand 530

Earthmoving equipments, recycling, maintenance of
greenery, demolition machines, road maintenance.
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EDA Deconstruction
forum 2014 in Madrid
Joining forces: European Demolition
Association, the International Association of
Concrete Drillers and Sawers, the European
Decontamination Institute and the Fédération
Internationale du Recyclage
will be two conferences to analyse the market situation
and future possibilities in emerging countries.

Joining forces

The European Demolition Association is preparing for the
Deconstruction Forum where
all the related industries could
work together. As a multilingual conference, the Deconstruction Forum will be a common space where worldwide
professionals from the related
industries can meet and connect. The forum will be held in
Madrid, Spain on 12 to 14 June
2014.
Along with the organiser, European Demolition Association, the International Association of Concrete Drillers
and Sawers, the European Decontamination Institute and
the Fédération Internationale du Recyclage are partners
of the Deconstruction Forum and are involved in the
preparation of this meeting.

The Deconstruction Forum offers a joint event where all
the related industries could work together towards their
mutual goal. The forum will offer a technical programme,
with a full day conference about new developments, case
stories and round table discussions. The programme
will contain the latest developments and innovations in
hazardous waste decontamination, recycling, concrete
swing and drilling, and selective demolition. Delegates
will enjoy several conferences with speakers coming from
all over the world to open the debate about the industries
that operate in the deconstruction area. During the three
days, contractors, suppliers, associations’ representatives
and other related professionals will have the opportunity
to network with each other. There will also be a leisure
programme to discover Madrid with guided visits to the
most emblematic places of the Spanish capital.

The venue and registration
The Forum will be held at the Hotel Intercontinental
Madrid, Paseo de la Castellana 49 - 28046 Madrid, Spain.
The EDA has created a website with all the information about the Deconstruction Forum 2014 at www.
europeandemolition.org/convention2014. Information
about sponsorship and marketing opportunities will be
available at the following link: www.europeandemolition.
org/convention2014/sponsorship
Registration must be made at: www.europeandemolition.org/convention2014/registration.

www.europeandemolition.org
www.iacds.org

Deconstruction has a wide spectra
The Deconstruction Forum has been created to approach
the most important and relevant topics about deconstruction, focusing on the demolition, recycling, concrete drilling and sawing and hazardous waste decontamination. As
experts and practitioners in each industry, speakers will
talk about the key topic of the event: the need for related
industries to work together on the subject of deconstruction. The conference will include topics of hazardous
waste decontamination, presenting the innovations on
the treatment of hazardous waste as PCB or lead. On
the recycling topic, the experts will address subjects such
as the trends on recycling construction and demolition
waste, the sustainability and end-of-life of construction
products with an update of the European Waste Framework. The Deconstruction Forum will feature five case
stories, practical approaches to the industries involved
in the deconstruction process from decontamination of
hazardous waste, the application of selective demolition
for the recycling process, urban demolition, implosion
of high rise buildings to special application on concrete
sawing and drilling. As an international meeting and
aiming to work globally on the deconstruction area, there
March - April 2014 • Issue 2 •
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Husqvarna PRIME time!
Husqvarna has introduced the new Prime range of
light and electric equipment for handheld cutting,
drilling and wall sawing. “We are proud to
present this range of truly prime quality
products. Our growing range of electric
high frequency products is the result of
listening to our customers, their needs and
requirements,” said Husqvarna Construction Products product manager Lars
Gustafsson.

A whole new level
The equipment is powered by a unique power
supply, Husqvarna PP 65 or PP 220, which
converts regular AC power into to high
frequency current that drives the cutting
equipment. With Prime digital electronics replace hydraulics and mechanics in
all areas of concrete cutting. “It is fair
to say that the Prime product range,
brings a whole new level of efficiency
and usability to the industry, increasing performance, productivity and mobility for our customers,” said Gustafsson.
Prime stands for powerful, revolutionary, intel-
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ligent, modular and electric and the following products are now available with this technology;
Husqvarna DM 650, K 6500, K 6500
Ring, WS 220 and the power packs
PP 65 and PP 220.

Combining HF products
Customers can, depending on their
needs, combine a system of products
from the Prime range to suit what is
most efficient for their businesses. Also
customers can expand the system as needs
develop over time.
The Husqvarna DM 650 is a
versatile electric drill motor. The high
power output, low weight and intelligent design makes this the ideal system
for all drilling 100 to 600mm diameter
holes and can be powered by either PP
65 or PP 220 power packs.
The Husqvarna K 6500 is one of
Husqvarna’s most powerful handheld cutters ever and comparable to an hydraulic cutter.
The high output, low system weight, well-balanced
body and low vibration levels makes this machine very

efficient and easy to use. Can also be powered
either PP 65 or PP 220.
The Husqvarna K 6500 Ring is
Husqvarna’s first electric ring cutter
and one of its most powerful handheld
cutters and comparable in power to a
hydraulic cutter. The high output, low
system weight, well-balanced body and
low vibration levels makes this machine
very efficient. Capable of 270mm
cutting depth it can
also be powered
by either PP 65
or PP 220.
T h e
Husqvarna
WS 220 is
a compact
and powerful electric

by

wall sawing system for blades of 600mm to
900 mm diameter and capable of sawing
through 390mm thick walls. The engine
delivers 6kW on the spindle and weighs
19 kg.
The Husqvarna PP 220 is a watercooled, 7kW power pack for Husqvarna
WS 220 wall saw, equipped with wireless
remote control. It weighs 10kg and is
compatible with Husqvarna K 6500, K
6500 Ring and DM 650 drill motor.
The Husqvarna PP 65 is an aircooled, 7kW power pack weighing
10kg for Husqvarna K 6500 handheld
power cutter, K 6500 Ring cutter and DM
650 drill motor.

FLOOR GRINDING
Floor grinding and polishing
from a single source for: …
Coating removal
Subﬂoor preparation
Design- and industrial ﬂoors
Asphalt and stone ﬂoors
Training and application technique
… Economical and Professional ﬂoor
preparation – we make it happen
since more than 50 years
www.schwamborn.com

We’ll give
your ﬂoor
the perfect
ﬁnish!
...mit uns
uns machen
machen Sie
Sie Boden
Boden gut!
gut!
…mit
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EXCAVATOR SECTOR GOES
INTO POWER-SAVING MODE
The demolition excavator sector is quiet at
present. Most product
launches took place
earlier at Intermat and
Bauma, and now manufacturers are taking
a breather, making
the few introductions
all the more precious.
PDi’s Andrei Bushmarin reviews the latest
products.

Demolition is a rollercoaster of an industry. A rush of
manufacturing and marketing activity triggered by a
big event like Bauma is followed by a brief suspenseful pause. It is during these seemingly calm times that
new ideas are born and honed into innovative solutions. This is what is happening now in the excavator
segment.

Volvo continues award-winning streak
First presented at the recent ConExpo, Volvo CE’s latest
E-Series models EC250EL, EC300EL, EC380EL and
EC480EL all feature Tier 4f/Stage IV emissions compliant, fuel-efficient engines. This fuel efficiency is due
to a range of features that optimize flow and minimize
pressure losses in the hydraulic system. Chief among
them is Volvo’s Eco mode, which is automatically
selected to reduce fuel consumption without any
loss of performance in most operating conditions, but can be switched off from the keypad.
Weighing in at 26t to 30.5t for the EC250EL,
29.3t to 35t for the EC300EL, 39.3t to 44.5t
for the EC380EL and 47.1t to 55.4t for the
EC480EL, the new machines feature long
undercarriages for increased stability. Demolition options are also available on the smaller
EC220D 21.13t to 23.99t
and the largest EC700C
69.8t to 71t models.
As far as bespoke
machinery is concerned,
Sweden-based giant relies on partnerships with
external manufacturers. A prime example of
collaboration between
Volvo CE and
Kocurek is the
Volvo Step Safe
Cab. This cab
can be lowered
to ground level,
which ensures
safe access. Safety
devices allow the
cab to be
low-
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ered manually in the event of engine or hydraulic failure,
or should the operator require assistance. It also features
a separate electric power pack so that when the operator
is leaving his machine unattended he can return the cab
to the original position to prevent or minimise any accidental damage that may occur on site. This solution
brought the company an innovation award at last year’s
World Demolition Summit.
Collaboration with Sweden-based excavator
modifier CeDe has resulted in equipping the Volvo
EC250DL and EC300DL models with a straight
demolition boom. Further modifications included an
additional, 1t counterweight and a new sky window. Using 7mm, laminated glass, it provides excellent visibility
in high-reach applications, with cleaning facilitated by
a parallel wiper. A frame mounted FOG is also fitted
for high-reach work. The machines feature 7mm flat
glass in the front screen, mounted in a full-length steel
frame; again with a large, parallel wiper.

www.volvoce.com

CAPTOR ServoDrive concept
•
•
•
•

Maximum Servo power 16 kW
Maximum cutting depth 520 mm
Maximum torque with 2 gear box
Minimal investment with one drive concept

DEMCO TECHNIC AG
Gewerbepark Oholten 23 • CH-5703 Seon, Switzerland
Phone: +41 62 769 6220 • info@demco.ch • www.demco.ch
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Komatsu extends Dash-series
and launches a new hybrid model
Komatsu Europe International has launched the new
HB215LC-2 hybrid hydraulic excavator on to the European
market. This is a third generation hybrid model, with an
increased operating weight of 22.55t and a bucket capacity
of 1.68m3. Since 2008, when the first Komatsu hybrid excavator was unveiled, over 2,500 hybrid machines have been
sold worldwide. According to Jim Venerus, Deputy General
Manager for European product marketing at Komatsu Europe,
the Komatsu hybrid technology is recognized as reliable and
efficient by excavator owners and operators. “The Komtrax
monitoring system, standard on Komatsu models, shows that
Komatsu customers save, on average 25% fuel, while achieving a significant reduction in CO2 emissions,” said Venerus.
The HB215LC-2 is powered by the Komatsu hybrid
system, which works on the principle of swing energy regeneration and storage. It includes a Komatsu electric swing motor, a
power generator motor, an ultra-capacitor and a 104kW diesel
engine. The ultra-capacitor provides energy storage
and instantaneous power transmission. The
kinetic energy generated during the swingbraking phase is converted to electricity,
which is sent through an inverter and
captured by the ultra
capaci-

combination of a proven hydraulic motor and an eco-friendly
electric motor, it provides the same levels of efficiency and
smooth swing motion as any Zaxis-5 hydraulic model. The
Trias HX system combines a hybrid system with an energyefficient Trias hydraulic system to achieve very low levels of
fuel consumption. The hybrid system incorporates a swing
motor that converts energy generated during swing braking
into electrical energy. This is transferred through the power
control unit and stored in the capacitor, before being used
to help the engine accelerate and move the upper structure.
The Trias hydraulic system enhances the performance of
the Hitachi ZH210LC-5 hybrid excavator. This employs a
three pump and three control valve system, which results in
greater accuracy and reduces pressure loss and saves energy.
The ZH210LC-5 also has an electric power assist system that
comes into force for small swing operations. It uses energy
from electric swing motors to carry out such movements,
further reducing the machine’s fuel consumption.
While the ZH210LC-5 model matches the performance characteristics of the other medium excavators in the
Zaxis-5 range, its ability to switch between the hybrid and
Trias systems results in further reduced running costs and
an even greater contribution to profitability. In addition,
the ZH210LC-5 is equipped with a monitoring system,
which highlights fuel consumption and energy usage on
an average hourly and daily basis. The HYB icon on the
monitor indicates that the hybrid system is operating and is
illuminated once the amount of electricity in the capacitor has
reached a sufficient level. Prior to launch, the ZH210LC-5
hybrid underwent a rigorous winter test in the Arctic Circle
under the supervision of Finnish contractor Maansiirtoliike
Kemppe. The company used the machine for earthmoving
and truck loading tasks from January until March 2014 on
a road construction project in Rovaniemi.

www.hcme.com

Ultra low-noise machines from Kobelco
tor. When accelerating
under workload the captured energy is discharged to provide
rotation of the upper structure and to
assist the engine as commanded by the
hybrid controller. The stored energy
represents additional horsepower, which
can be used to maximize machine performance. Hybrid components on the
HB215LC-2 are covered by a five year or
10,000h warranty.
Additional news from Komatsu is the
PC170LC-10 weighing between 17.28t
and 18.22t. When equipped with the
standard counterweight, this latest addition to Komatsu’s Dash-10 series, boasts
up to 5% improvement in lifting capacity
on its forerunner the PC160LC-8. An
optional heavier counterweight further
boosts the machine’s lifting capacity up
to 15%. The PC170LC-10 offers a net
power of 86kW and is up to 10% more
fuel-efficient than its predecessor, depending on the application and working conditions.

www.komatsu.eu

Hitachi keeps abreast in hybrid technology
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) has also launched
the first of a new generation of hybrid excavators, the
ZH210LC-5 hybrid. Economical, user and environmentally
friendly, the ZH210LC-5 hybrid incorporates technologies
adopted from hydraulic, electric and battery powered excavators. The result is the Trias HX system, which reduces fuel
consumption and CO2 by up to 31%. Thanks to the flexible
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Japan’s Kobelco Construction Machinery is a relative rookie
in the demolition industry, but it does have a solid reputation in the excavator manufacturing business. Kobelco has
recently added two new zero tail-swing excavators to its SR
Series. The new SK260SRLC and SK260SRNLC feature
the iNDr concept, which stands for an integrated noise and
dust reduction system. It is achieved by placing the engine
compartment inside a single duct connecting the air intake
to the exhaust outlet. The intake and exhaust are offset, with
the holes and joints in the sections related to the duct wall
being completely covered to reduce noise at the intake and
exhaust apertures. This solution, along with generous use of an
insulation material in the duct, minimizes the engine’s noise.
The high-performance iNDr filter removes dust from the
incoming air, ensuring a quieter and cleaner operation of the
engine and preventing the clogging of the cooling unit. With
the SR series, Kobelco has achieved an impressive 10dB(A)
noise reduction on the right hand side of the machine. The
new machines have the general noise level of 95dB(A), which
is 5dB(A) below the Japanese government’ s requirements for
ultra low noise machinery.

www.kobelco-europe.com

The Power of Change!
Full Automatic Quickcoupler systems
www.lehnhoff.com
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DUTCH QUALITY TAKES
YOUR PROJECTS TO
THE NEXT LEVEL
High quality diamond tools by Diacom, manufacturor
of diamond-segments, -corebits, -blades, coredrilling
rigs and wiresaw machines. Produced with care and made
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Lofty results in
high demolition
The need for a demolition contractor with a proven level of
high-reach demolition experience was apparent when the
time came to bring down the massive decommissioned Gates
Rubber Company plant in south Denver, Colorado. Contractor
Colorado Cleanup Corporation, armed with Genesis demolition
attachments, and high-reach excavators was awarded the job
by general contractor Misers Abatement Services.

Heavy duty demolition
needs heavy duty equipment
Demolition of the main structure started in November 2013
with a large part of the factory standing over 20m high, not
including rooftop-mounted structures and machinery, and a
structure called Unit 10.
“In addition to 200mm thick slabs on each level, there
is a total of 426 columns ranging from 450mm to 900mm
in diameter, each of which flares out to a much larger belled
bottom,” said CCC senior estimator and project manager Chris
Formanek. “If a little is good, a lot is better seemed to be the
prevailing thought when this complex was built. They didn’t
have the engineering or post-tensioning technology we have
today, and since concrete was so much cheaper then, they
just poured more of it into everything they built. While it was
great for them, it’s definitely put our equipment to the test.”
The equipment list includes a Genesis GDR 200 and a GDR
300 demolition recycler, two Genesis LXP 500 Logix processors and a Genesis GXP 200 mobile shear. Excavators include
several Hitachi Zaxis 400s, 450s and 500s. Two of which are
equipped with long-reach front ends and demolition packages
from Jewell Attachments.
“Since taller structures are a regular part of what we do,
we’ve carried a Hitachi 400 with 26m reach in our fleet for
some time. However, when we finalized plans for the Gates
Rubber plant contract, we purchased the Hitachi 500, which
we knew could take a larger attachment. We wanted to be
able to handle anything that came our way, and we feel we
now have that,” said Formanek.
The Unit 10 facility is essentially divided into a series
of contiguous segments, each measuring about 46m2 and
formed with columns at each corner. Formanek said that the
attachments, particularly the pair of GDRs on the high-reach
machines, have allowed them to maintain steady rates of
production, despite the heartiness of the columns.

“They love the speed and power”
“On some projects, production is calculated in terms of square
footage,” said Formanek. “Here, we tend to look at how many
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bays we can get down in a given period, with a bay consisting
of all four levels of the individual 46m2 segments. We’ve been
regularly getting four to six bays a day down and processed,
but we’ve done as many as 10 in a single day. While the LXP
multi-processors have done a great job for us, especially in the
downsizing effort, the GDR 200 and GDR 300 concrete processors have definitely been the tools of choice for my operators.
They love the speed and power and have only been limited by
available processing area once the material is on the ground.
“The ability to position the GDR just where it is needed to
grab and crush each column has been invaluable for my guys.
Once the concrete for each column is crushed, the blade in
the GDR’s throat can be used to cut the rebar, sending all the
debris to the ground.”
The roof-mounted structures on Unit 10 and other
buildings have added to the overall high-reach challenge.

“Many of the rooftop units, such as a cooling tower we
recently encountered, were installed in a unique way,” said
CCC supervisor Luke Andrews. “They’re not necessarily
anchored to the columns, but rather, are framed together
at the bottom using I-beams. In a sense, it’s a huge sled
that wants to come down as one piece. So we first clear
an area about five bays wide at grade, remove the bay in
front of it just to get it angling downward and then slowly
pull it down the building. We use the attachments to start
removing larger pieces from it. Once on the ground, they
use either the LXP 500 or the Genesis XP shear to get it
down to size.
“Having the right tools makes all the difference.
Equipped as we are, we can get something like that cooling tower down, processed and ready to go on a truck in
probably 45 minutes. The same holds true for the concrete

portions of this job. The GDR with the pulveriser jaw has
just been outstanding. It will basically do the same job as
a cracker jaw, but at the same time we can pick up steel
or sort with it. For a good all-around tool the GDR with
pulveriser jaws has definitely been the way to go.”
By the project’s end, leaving the slabs and foundations
untouched at the owner’s request, Formanek estimates
they will have removed more than 50,000m3 of concrete
and 4,000t of steel. He said that the job could not be going any better, and attributes a good part of that to their
equipment. “The GDR in particular is just a concrete eating
monster and a large part of the reason we should be done
well in advance of the scheduled deadline,” said Formanek.
“In addition, because of our additional purchases for this
project, we are now better equipped to tackle more jobs
of this scale. It’s a win-win in so many ways.”
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Diamond tools
Made in Germany

The Bebosa 201
The second edition of
BeBoSa, the triennial
trade show dedicated
to the concrete sawing
and drilling industry,
was again held in
Willingen, Germany in
March. Unfortunately
for PDi magazine, the
event turned out to
be a disappointment.
Andrei Bushmarin
reports.

BeBoSa, despite its clear focus on the German market, is
organized by Netherlands-based Exhibition Company. This
probably explains the rather odd choice of its location. Willingen is a small charming ski resort in central Germany. For
all its alpine skiing virtues, Willingen is a nightmare to reach,
even for some German and Austrian visitors, not to mention
international visitors. Through whatever major airport visitors
arrive they are then faced with another four to five hours of
travelling by car or by train. But visiting Willingen for the
second time around, I was prepared for that; what I was not
prepared for, though, was the unpleasant surprise the organizers had ready for PDi magazine.

Package vanished into thin air
This year, PDi decided to exhibit at BeBoSa and brokered
a barter deal with Exhibition Company, according to which
PDi was supposed to get a fully furnished booth. A package
containing PDi roll-ups, billboards and copies of the latest
issue, was dispatched from Sweden and duly arrived in Willingen two days before the show. When I arrived at Willingen
on the show’s first night, the organizers claimed that they had
not received anything. Next morning they changed their tune
and acknowledged receipt of the parcel. It turned out that the
package had been stashed away somewhere in the exhibition
building, but they were doing their utmost to find it. The
‘rigorous search’ went on for two days but yielded no result.
As a consequence, the PDi booth stayed empty for the entire
duration of the show. To add insult to injury no apology from
the chief executive officer of the show organiser was forthcoming. He acted as though it was everybody else’s fault, PDi and
the hotel, but the organizer. This incident obviously had a
negative impact on my perception of the show, but I will try
to stay objective in my review.

Downsized version
BeBoSa 2014 very much resembled the previous show in
2011, although the number of exhibitors and visitors had
declined. In 2011 two exhibition halls and the passage between them were strewn with booths. However, this time
the passage was clear of exhibitors. Obviously,
downsizing has a lot to do with the current
economic climate. Three years ago the concrete
sawing industry was in a very healthy state, but
since then it has been on the decline. Some of
BeBoSa’s previous exhibitors like the German
company Longdia and the Dutch organisation Lunzen have gone into insolvency. Some
companies, such as German Baier Tools and Duss opted to
give the show a miss. On the upside, the exhibition featured
all other major players and a handful of new companies
showcasing some really interesting products.

conventional two-stroke power cutters. The machine is easy
to start thanks to a special system called EasyStart, which is
a spring-assisted starter and a primer pump combined with
optimized engine management reducing compression resistance. The memory power ignition function allows for easy
restart. Patented fuel tank ventilation prevents fuel leakage
even when the machine is tilted. A touch and stop switch
enables immediate shut down of the machine. The driving
belt does not need further tensioning once the required
tensioning level is achieved. Exhaust gas is routed in the
direction opposite to the dust flow to keep the operating
area clean. A water supply system, with the intake filter and
fine adjustment, guarantees dust protection.

Feltes – a gantry crane specialist
Feltes is a family-owned company that has been manufacturing portable aluminium gantry cranes for over 15 years.
Lightweight yet rugged and reliable, Feltes gantry cranes
are very popular with concrete sawing specialists, general
contractors and utilities companies. The cranes come in
three basic models of folding, static and movable, with
load capacity of up to 1.5t. For the folding specification,
there are three sizes of side frames available. The mini, up
to 2.1m high, standard up to 3m high and maxi up to 4m
high. The side frames and beams of the different models
are compatible. The aluminium beams range from 2m to
5m for loads of up to 1.5t and 6m for loads of up to 1t.
Each model can be disassembled for transportation and
reassembled onsite in just five minutes.

Cardi discovers Da Vinci
For Italy-based Cardi, Germany is an important market
for the Italian company Cardi and used the exhibition to
showcase its new modular sawing and drilling system called
Da Vinci. It includes the dry cutting system DV AL22-1500
coming with the carbide-tipped chainsaw Alligatore22, the
wet cutting systems DV CD35-1500 and DV PE400-1500
that use the diamond chainsaw Coccodrillo35
and the 400mm blade hand-held saw Pellicano400 respectively, and the wet drilling set-up DV T10-1500 powered by the
heavy-duty drill motor Talp T10-500-EL.
The Da Vinci system’s central element is
a column with a steel rack, on which runs
a heavy-duty carriage made of extruded aluminium. The steel rollers ensure smooth sliding even
in the presence of water, dust and slurry. The system
comes equipped with an electric 230V, 3kW single-phase
motor that can be used indoors and outdoors.

Dolmar, a Makita Group company
Dolmar, based in Germany, is part of the Makita Group
and specialises in making various hand-held and compact
equipment. The highlights on the Dolmar booth were two
power cutters, the PC-7614 and the new PC-6114. The latter
comes complete with a 61cm? two-stroke engine with stratified scavenging system, which makes it compliant with every
existing exhaust emission standard. One of its main features
is enhanced air filtration, which is a cyclone pre-separation
system that removes dust particles from intake air and reduces
dust sediment on the filter. Stratified air scavenging technology helps reduce fuel consumption by 20% compared to
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This is what the PDi Magazine’s booth looked like at Bebosa.
A fitted booth would have helped up the situation.

14 show review
Cardi’s General Director Ezio Cattaneo
showing the company’s latest modular
system “Da Vinci” to the visitors.

Hans-Joerg Rieger, Product Manager,
Diamond Solutions at Hilti showing
Hilti’s latest product – a core bit with
the oriented diamond segments of the
next generation.

Peter Kanne, the CEO of Wakra.
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UK contractor makes
savings in Norway
UK contractor Rentajet Group used hydrodemolition during underwater surface
preparation on a bridge project in Northern
Norway, ensuring significant cost savings
and improved safety by eliminating the
need for divers whilst damaged concrete
was being removed. Specialist high pressure
water jetting contractor Rentajet Group has
taken delivery of a purpose built Aqua Spine
system from Aquajet Systems for a bridge
contract in Northern Norway requiring surface
preparation work on the bridge columns using
hydrodemolition techniques.
Constructed in the 1940’s, the columns
of the Arstein Bridge in Northern Norway had
suffered excessive degradation of the concrete
and steel reinforcement. The single carriageway bridge includes 11 pairs of columns joined
at a low level by a crosshead beam. Below the
beam, the columns are 1.5m diameter below
the beam and 1m above.

The Norwegian contractor Multibetong
appointed RGL to remove all growth and
any damaged concrete over an area of more
than 1,500m2 below the crosshead beam
and about 16m to the Fjord bed level. RG,
bought an Aqua Spine system from Aquajet
Systems UK distributer, Aquapower together
with a bespoke 1.5m diameter pile ring multimodular frame system with special clamp legs
to fix to the columns.
Working remotely, from a barge, the
operator was able to set the jet angle,
number of passes and speed of travel of the
hydrodemolition head. The system was set
to make a controlled traverse in a complete
circle of the column, before auto indexing to
the next level and continuing until the cycle
was completed for a length of 6m. Divers
then released the clamps and the frame
was lowered by crane to the next level and
reclamped for the cycle to continue.
“We particularly liked the Aqua Spine’s
wireless controller and ISC sensorless control,” said RG commercial director Jeremy
Twigg. “It greatly helped towards ensuring
continuous reliability in the harsh environment at Arstein, working in deep water and
temperatures below 4ºC. We have found the
Aqua Spine to be the ideal solution for the
project requirements and tight schedule. It
certainly allowed us to reduce the planned
timeframe.”
Between 50mm to 250mm of only
damaged concrete each pass was removed,
depending on the condition. On average each
column was completed in two to three days.
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Atlas Copco equipment assist Tower Light Serve the Austrain US bridge demolition
lian Open Tennis Tournament

In the US the Colorado Department of
Transportation needed to improve traffic
flow at Denver’s Pecos Street and Interstate
70 interchange. It chose an accelerated
bridge construction approach to minimize
interference with traffic. A replacement bridge
was built adjacent to the site to be moved
into place on tracked carriers as soon as the
existing bridge was down. Demolition had to
be done in a single night.
Operations had to be planned to make it
go as smoothly as possible. The idea was for
Staker Parson Company’ demolition crews to
get the bridge down and out of the way by 7
am on a Saturday morning. Since demolition
could not start until 11pm on the Friday night,
it meant the crews had just eight hours to
get the job done.
Performance Equipment of Erie, Colorado,
supplied four Atlas Copco hydraulic breakers
and two Atlas Copco CC 3300 Combi Cutters. Two technicians and two salesmen from
Performance Equipment were also on site
during the overnight demolition the equipment for the demolition. The bridge was in
good shape making demolition more difficult.
“Demolition of a good bridge is about twice
as hard. In a typical demolition project I see
failures, places where rebar is exposed and

concrete is crumbling. Most structures we
demolish practically want to come down.
Not this one,” said Performance Equipment
president Donnie Fetters.
Demolition was delayed until 3am on the
Saturday morning while steel plates were laid
for the bridge carriers to travel on leaving. This
left only four hours for the demolition crews
to complete their task.
“The bridge was attacked from both
sides at the middle,” said Fetters. “Coming
at the bridge with six of those tools was just
amazing. A Combi Cutter was stationed at
the centre on both sides. Each was nibbling
away with a breaker on either side of a
Combi Cutter .
“The hammers can take a bridge down
on their own, but they get hung up as rebar
is exposed. So every so often the Combi Cutter would reach over and shear through the
rebar, freeing the breaker. This accelerated the
work of the hammer and the Combi Cutter
would then help the other hammer.”
In spite of having only half the time
originally planned for the demolition, crews
finished by the deadline. The replacement
Pecos Street Bridge crawled into position
according to plan and opened for traffic on
schedule.

In the US the final stages of returning the
once-polluted Cuyahoga River in Ohio to
its pre-industrial splendor included the
removal of the Sheraton Mill dam and the
LeFever dam that once provided hydroelectric power for local industries. Contractor
RiverReach Construction performed the
demolition using Atlas Copco hydraulic
breakers equipped with underwater kits.
RiverReach Construction used a heavy duty
Atlas Copco HB 3100 and an Atlas Copco
SB 552. An Atlas Copco XAS 185 compressor supplied compressed air to prevent
water entering the breakers’ percussion
mechanisms.
The first dam to be demolished was the
12m long, 3m high Sheraton Mill dam. It
had to be approached from upstream and
the solution was to set a mini-excavator,

with the SB 552 breaker attached, on a
barge and float it into place just behind
the dam. The SB 552 opened up windows
and let the water flow downstream to
lower the water level behind the dam.
A 36t excavator with the HB 3100 then
entered the water to take the dam down
in a day. Next to be tackled was LeFever
dam at 27.4m across and nearly 4m high,
with a significantly larger reservoir behind
it. RiverReach constructed an access to
the river at the start to approach the dam
from the downstream side, so no barge was
needed and the job was completed quickly.
The removal of the dams exposed
the Cuyahoga River’s white-water rapids
and waterfalls, which have been hidden
from the local residents for a hundred
years. Once the demolition phase was

Margaret Court Area, the venue for the
Australian Open Tennis tournament was
recently renovated with 1,500 new seats
and a state-of-the art retractable roof, in
readiness for the 2015 championship. As
some of the work was being undertaken
outside of daylight hours, the contractors
needed safe, bright lighting to illuminate
the total working area.
The construction manager contacted
Tower Light’s Australian dealer, PR Power,
to help provide a solution. After surveying
the site, PR Power advised that the Tower
Light PR4000 lighting set, fitted with a 360°
balloon would be the ideal answer to ensure
that unvarying light was projected to all four
corners of the arena.

Ballon lighting envelope
The PR4000 is a variant of Tower Light’s
flagship VT1 product fitted with a balloon
lighting envelope. The balloon lighting
utilises 4x1000w Metal Halide lamps and
produces 360° glare free light. The lamps
are housed inside a heavy duty balloon
envelope, which helps to protect the lamps
from possible damage. The Super Silent
PR4000 mobile lighting tower is supplied
by PR Power into the Australian market
and has been manufactured to meet European ISO9001 regulations together with
all Australian safety standards. The PR4000
lighting tower is ideal for use in road works,
construction, civil works, quarries, mining,
rail and event applications. The PR4000
has 9m, 360° vertical hydraulic mast with
single lever operation, enabling one person
to safely erect the mast in less than 30s
and the complete unit has been tested
in wind speed in excess of 100 km/h The
PR4000 also has a number environmental
attributes, including a full bund for all fluids
and whisper quiet noise levels of just 65dbB

A PR Power Tower Light PR4000 lighting
up the Margaret Court Arena during its
renovation.
(A). As well as designing and manufacturing
bespoke lighting products, Tower Light have
the necessary experience and ability to adapt
and modify their existing range of lighting
sets to suit individual applications.

PR Power in Australia
PR Power is an Australian owned and operated company, specialising in the supply
for sale and rental of a range of quality
equipment Australia wide. They have depots
in Queensland, Western Australia, Victoria,
New South Wales and the Northern Territory.
Tower Light manufacture the worlds
largest range of lighting towers for all lighting applications in the rental, construction,
mining, rail, airport and event industries. The
manufacturing plant for lighting towers is
based in Villanova d’Ardenghi near Milan
from where their products are supported
through a strategically created network of
worldwide distributors. Tower Light is part of
the US based Generac Power Systems Group.

www.towerlight.it

Atlas Copco breakers demolish dams in Ohio
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complete, RiverReach cleaned up debris
that had gathered over the years, as well
as remnants of concrete and rebar. They
then created protective concrete support

walls for the old powerhouses, which will
guard the valued historic structures from
fluctuations in river flow and the debris
that crashes by during high water events.
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Big changes to Rochdale’s skyline

CSDA testifies on OSHA silica rule

In the UK the Rochdale town centre skyline
has changed dramatically over the past two
years with the building of Number One Riverside and the Transport Interchange. With
the demolition of the old municipal building,
the Black Box, and the old bus station now
underway, the skyline will change even more
dramatically, as the dominating architectural
feature of the town centre of the past 36
years disappears. Demolition contractor
Connell Brothers from Salford expects the
job to take 34 weeks to complete, with the
bus station first to be demolished followed
by the Black Box. Telegraph House on Baillie
Street will then be demolished and a new
entrance to the Wheatsheaf Centre built on
Baillie Street, and with it the new street scene,
along with a new skyline, will be complete.
The demolition, which started in March
this year, will clear the way for proposed
new mixed use retail and leisure development in the heart of the town centre close
to the new Transport Interchange, which
opened in November 2013, and town centre
Metrolink stop.
“We have a wealth of experience working in restrictive city centre environments
throughout the UK,” said Connell Brothers
operations manager Steve Balyski. “The team
working on the Rochdale project has also
been responsible for the virtual re-modelling
of large parts of the city centre of Manchester,
including Mosley Street where we successfully
demolished Elisabeth House, the former Royal

In the US the Concrete Sawing and Drilling
Association continues to work in the best
interests of workers. Representatives from
the association recently testified at public
hearings at the Department of Labor in
Washington D.C. as the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration looks to implement its proposed new rule for respirable
crystalline silica.
In March CSDA Silica Sub-Committee
chair, Kellie Vazquez of Holes Incorporated,
a contractor based in Houston, Texas, and
CSDA executive director Patrick O’Brien gave
testimony on behalf of the industry. Both
provided explanations as to why this rule is
just unworkable for the sawing and drilling
industry and will be economically unfeasible
to implement.
The proposed silica rule, released by
OSHA in September 2013, would cut the
current permissible exposure limit in half, from
100 to 50µg/m3, and demand the execution
of set procedures at or above 25µg/m3. The
arguments made by Vazquez and O’Brien
described how silica-related deaths continue
to decrease with the existing PEL in place. In
1968, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and the National Institute
of Occupational Safety and Health reported
silica was a contributing factor in just fewer
than 1,200 deaths nationwide. By 2012, the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics reported there
were just 102 deaths potentially related
to silica in the construction industry. It is

anticipated that the number will continue to
fall as silica dust collection is integrated into
more construction-related equipment, while
contractors continue to adopt better personal
protective equipment policies and invest in
improved respiratory devices.
“CSDA has taken a proactive approach
to protect workers from possible silica exposure,” said O’Brien. “Our contractors might
be on five or six jobsites in one day and the
proposed rule with on-site sampling is not set
up to address this unique situation.” CSDA
has introduced an analysis chart for contractors that is based upon 10 years of data collection. The data in the chart makes it simple
for an operator to identify the recommended
respiratory protection required for cutting
with diamond tools in several environments.
CSDA-BP-016 Silica Data Analysis Chart
is based on data collection from member
jobsites and from NIOSH. Representatives
of NIOSH attended CSDA training classes at
St. Petersburg College in Florida, and recognized that the use of water during cutting
operations produced very little silica exposure
problems for contractors. CSDA-BP-016 is
available to anyone in the industry on the
CSDA website, www.csda.org.
In an effort to provide a strong, unified
response from the construction industry
to OSHA’s proposed silica rule, CSDA has
joined with 24 other associations to form
the Construction Industry Safety Coalition.

Operator Championships at an event in Jinan,
in February. This year, over 6,000 contestants
are expected to register, double the number
of entrants last year. The event has grown so
fast, it has attracted the attention of state
television broadcaster, China Central Television, which featured it in a series of bulletins.
“Only by raising the standard of training can we deliver professionally qualified
operators with the right morals and work
ethic to do the job well,” said Shandong
Lingong Machinery chief executive officer
Yu Mengsheng. “We hope that through the
China’s Top Operator community, we can

raise awareness of the importance of safety
at work and promote machine operation as a
valuable career. Our top operators will act as
ambassadors to encourage others to pursue
their dreams.”

Bank of Scotland and Eagle Star House. This
experience means we are in a really good
position to make the huge changes required
in Rochdale while minimising disruption for
the public.”

Rochdale – Municipal Office, Bust Station, Multi Storey Car Park & Telegraph House.

SDLG pioneers operator
community programme
China’s Top Operator Club, established by
Shandong Lingong Machinery, the manufacturer of SDLG construction equipment, is a
multi-pronged approach to raising awareness
of site safety and improving operating techniques among machine operators in China.
The club incorporates the SDLG China’s Top
Operator Championships, a series of contests
to assess operators’ skills and work ethics, as
well as the SDLG China’s Top Operator Club
Foundation, which is an associated charity
to raise money for operators who have been

involved in accidents on site.
Since the campaign’s launch in April
2013, over 3,000 operators have participated
in the championships, a competition in which
operators from all over China battle it out to
prove their machine-operation techniques,
work ethic and adherence to safety precautions in a series of theoretical and practical
tasks. The six-month contest resulted in 10
contestants from 10 Chinese cities being
crowned China’s Top Operators 2013 at an
awards ceremony in November last year.
The success of the inaugural contest
led to the launch of the 2014 China’s Top
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Liebherr demolishes Stuttgart
railway station roof
As part of the construction of the new underground mainline railway station in Stuttgart,
Germany, two Liebherr material handling
machines were used for demolition work,
an A 924 C Litronic wheeled excavator and
a LH 30 M Litronic. They were operated by
the contracted scrap and metal dealers, M.
Kaatsch, during demolition of the platform
hall roofs between the building and the station concourse. Railway services continued
during the dismantling work, making it
essential to guarantee passengers’ safety
at all time.
Both machines were equipped with
the Liebherr Likufix quick-change system,
permitting different working tools to be interchanged. A demolition and sorting grapple
was required for demolishing the concrete
layers, while scrap shears were used for cutting up the steel structures. Two Verachtert
VT 30 scrap shears, a Demarec MQP 25 as
well as a Genesis GXP 300R were used. The
A 924 C Litronic wheeled excavator and the

LH 30 M Litronic material handling machine
have an infinitely variable hydraulically adjustable operator’s cab allowing the cab to be
positioned at optimum viewing height. This
guarantees a magnificent view of the working area and also increases working safety. A
team of six employees required four days for
demolishing eight platform hall roofs. Kaatsch
separated the various materials on-site and
then transported about 130t of steel and
45t of concrete to its premises in Plochingen.

Mini-Dustfighter battles
dust in Milan

The Italian company DF Ecology, has a
Mini-Dustfighter dust suppression system to
Società Esercizi Aeroportuali, which manages
the Milan Malpensa and Linate airports. SEA
has been awarded EUR28M to refurbish
Malpensa in readiness for the Milan Expo
2015 Universal Exposition. The new Malpensa
airport will feature a sleek and light structure
with aerodynamic shapes, made from steel
and glass. It will have marble floors with
zinc-plated titanium exterior cladding, making the airport a perfect greeting for visitors
to the Milan Expo to be held from May to
October 2015.
A significant section of the contract is to
remove nearly 10,000m2 of inside flooring
and the contractors were seeking a solution
to control the residual dust being produced
by their concrete breaking equipment. After
witnessing the effectiveness of the Mini-Dustfighter, SEA chose to deploy several units on
the contract. The Mini-Dustfighter is designed
to protect workers from inhaling unhealthy
material whilst working with breaking tools,
cutting machines or when transporting waste
products. It operates from 230V mains power
and delivers a maximum throw of up to 8m
with coverage of up to 83m2. To accurately
aim the water the spray head can be tilted up
25° and down by 15°. The Mini-Dustfighter
weighs 70kg and it is fitted with wheels for
easy transportation.
DF Ecology currently manufactures an
extensive range of water based dust suppression products under the Dustfighter brand. The
company is a division of the Italian construction equipment manufacturer, TowerLight,
which is part of the US based Generac Power
Systems Group.

Rammer provides healthy option
Six Rammer 5011 hydraulic hammers are
spearheading a project to build a health care
centre in Qatar. Each of the 3.9t hydraulic hammers, mounted on Caterpillar 345 hydraulic excavators, is working round the clock as part of a
Riyal 255M (EUR51M) contract to build a new
health care centre in the Qatari capital, Doha.
The excavators and hammers are on hire from
Al Jaber Company to contractor Amana Qatar
Construction to break out limestone as part of
the deep excavation and foundation process.
The health centre is in an area where the local
geology comprises dense and extremely hard
limestone. The project requires the excavation
of deep foundations and the Rammer hammers were selected primarily for their power
and productivity and durability and low noise

characteristics have been key considerations.
Construction is continuing 24h/day and it is
not unusual for the Rammer hammers to work
22h/day. When working through the night, the
low noise of the Rammer hammers ensures
that disruption to local residents is kept to
a minimum. Amana says that the greatest
benefit of the Rammer hammers has been
their durability and reliability. The company
adds that it is a fast-track construction project
and they cannot afford any delays. Despite
working around the clock in some very tough
conditions, the 5011s have been extremely
reliable and productive. The construction
of the Doha health centre is scheduled to
take 76 weeks and is scheduled to open in
October 2014.
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They Demo
Demolition does not
always concern buildings and structures in
concrete on dry land.
Also steel ships are demolished when they are
obsolete. This type of
demolition, often very
dangerous, takes place
in only a few places.
One of the biggest
sites is in Chittagong,
Bangladesh. Writer
and photographer Jan
Møller Hansen reports.

Ship breaking in Bangladesh started in 1960 when the Bay
of Bengal was struck by a cyclone, which left a giant cargo
ship beached near the shore of Fauzdarhat near Chittagong.
The ship owners abandoned the wreck, and local metal
workers slowly began to scrounge it for scrap and material.
Over a decade later, in 1974, a salvaged Pakistani navy
vessel, which was sunk during the Bangladeshi liberation
war, was scrapped by Karnafully Metal Works. These two
incidences are considered to be the beginning of the ship
demolition industry in Bangladesh.

One of the largest ship breaking sites
The ship demolition industry gradually grew, and by the
mid 1980s Bangladesh had become one
of the major ship breaking nations in the
world. The largest is considered to be in
Mumbai, India. Some of the world’s largest decommissioned ships are scrapped
on the shores north of Chittagong,
which is the second largest city
and major seaport in the country.
Environmental policies and laws
were not enforced, labour salaries
were among the lowest in the
world and there were no standards
for occupational health and safety.
There were plenty of opportunities to exploit people and the environment when moving forward
with the ship breaking business.
Ship breaking on beaches,
which at that time was prohibited
in most countries, was allowed in
Bangladesh. Poverty and millions
of people without education were
looking for livelihood opportunities.
They provided cheap and exploitable
manpower needed for the ship breaking industry. No major investments
were required for engaging in ship breaking. The present type of ship breaking in
Bangladesh just requires a large winch,
some blow torches and maybe a bulldozer. In
some cases also diamond wire cutting equipment is used to divide the ships in large pieces.
The rest of the operation is performed with basic
manpower. Labour is extremely cheap, environmental and labour standards are loosely
applied and no pre-cleaning of the ships
is required for entering the ship breaking
beach in Chittagong. Ship breaking seems
to be a lucrative business with few risks
for the yard owners, investors and
money lenders.

Business picking up
The ship breaking industry
in Bangladesh is estimated
to be worth an annual turn
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over of around US$1.5bn(EUR1.08bn). Globally some 700
ocean-going vessels are scrapped each year, and more than
100 of these are scrapped in Bangladesh. Some of the ships
are 350m long with a weight up to 10-15.000t. It is estimated
that approximately 30% cent of the world’s
light displacement tonnes were scrapped
in Bangladesh during 2000 to 2010.
Since then the business has slightly
declined due to the global recession and stricter enforcement of

olish Ships!
national laws and regulations. But business is picking up
again, and the number of shipyards is increasing year by year.
Ship breaking generates a lot of employment, and it is
estimated that 30-50,000 people are directly employed in the
ship breaking industry in Bangladesh. Additionally, another
100,000 are indirectly involved in the business. Most of the
labourers are hired by the shipyards through local contractors
on a ship by ship basis. A labourer earns around US$1-3/
day (EUR0.72-2.16/day) depending on the type of work.
Some 300-500 people are typically employed on a temporary
basis for dismantling a ship, and many more are employed
in downstream activities for recycling the various materials
from the ships. Some of the recycled materials are exported,
and the rest is sold and reused in Bangladesh. A lot of the
materials are of high value to the local economy. In particular,
recycling of steel for construction, plates for new ships or for
many other purposes is a lucrative business. Up to 70-80%
of the steel used in Bangladesh is believed
to origi-

nate
f ro m t h e
ship breaking
yards in Chittagong. One of the
most valuable parts
of a ship is the propeller, which is often
worth US$50000- 100,000
(EUR36,100 – 72,200).
Propellers and other high value
items are exported.

A prohibited business
elsewhere
The ship breaking practices applied
in Bangladesh are strictly prohibited by
most countries in the world due to the
very dangerous nature of the work and the
huge environmental implications. It is the
so-called beaching method that is being used in
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Bangladesh. The ship is propelled at maximum speed during
a high tide and beached on the flat muddy land where it is
completely dismantled by semi- and unskilled labourers during
the low tide. Beaching is considered a specialised operation.
The vessel’s captain has to calculate the movement of the
tides, the swell and the wind by the minute. The closer the
ship is beached to the shore, the more profitable it becomes
for the shipyard owner. The gigantic ships are ripped apart
by blowtorches and large steel parts are pulled to shore by
electric winches.
The scrapping business is so lucrative that the ship breakers are paying for receiving the ships to be scrapped. A ship
breaker will typically buy a ship to be scrapped for around
US$4-10M, depending on the size and quality of the ship. The
purchase of a ship is often done through a middleman, who
links the local buyers with the international sellers. The ship
breaker takes a loan in a local bank often with a high interest
rate, and the full loan is repaid within six months when the
ship is completely ripped apart and all the scrap is sold to
international and national buyers. Outdated and scrapped
ships, which previously where a liability, are now a great asset.
Working in the ship breaking yards is a very dangerous
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job, which involves many health risks. Workers are often exposed to asbestos used for insulation in older ships and from
paint containing lead, cadmium and arsenic. It happens that
workers die because of gas poisoning or explosions and fires.
Old ships are imported without pre-cleaning or removal of
toxic gases and dangerous materials. Each ship contains an
average of 7t to 8t of asbestos and 10t to 100t of lead paint.
Sometimes gases explode killing workers. It also happens that
workers are crushed by tumbling or falling steel parts. Sometimes workers fall from the high sides of ships where they are
working without safety harnesses. Many of the oxyacetylene
cutters work without goggles. Few wear shoes, let alone protective clothing. Local organisations in Bangladesh estimate
that some 1000-2000 workers have died in the last 30 years,
and many more have suffered serious injuries. General health
statistics show that the percentage of people with disabilities in
the Chittagong area is above average for the country as a whole,

because many workers have lost limbs or got other disabilities
from working in the ship breaking yards.

Children workers and lack of basic equipment
When a new ship arrives, there are containers, chambers and
tanks, which contain oil, petroleum and poisonous gases. One
method used for checking these parts of the ship is to lower
chickens on a string to check whether there are dangerous
gases. If the chickens survive, the first workers will enter to
clean for oil, petroleum and other flammable substances. The
flammable substances are often burned off before the cutters
enter to rip the ship apart. Gas explosions are a common
problem. It is estimated that half of the workers are under 22
years old and nearly half of them are illiterate. Some believe
that up to around 20% of the total work force are children.
The workers are poor and they have no other alternatives for
supporting themselves and their families than to work in the
ship breaking yards. There are often no other job alternatives
for them. The workers do not know much about rules and
regulations on basic occupational health standards and safety.
The labourers or their families are poorly compensated when
injured or killed.
The Government of Bangladesh has recently introduced
new national policies and legislation to improve the environmental and occupational health and safety standards in the
ship breaking yards. But there is a long way to go. Governance
is poor, and enforcement of policies and laws is often nonexistent. Politicians and decision makers have vested interests
in the industry, and corruption is wide spread, making it difficult to enforce rules and regulations. In recent years, the ship
breaking industry in Bangladesh has been declining due to the
global recession and the introduction of new tougher national
policies and regulations. Critics claim that an international
convention on ship recycling adopted by the International
Maritime Organisation in January 2010 perpetuates hazardous
and polluting ship breaking on the beaches of the world’s poorest countries, while obstructing transitions to safer and greener
forms of ship recycling. A EU ban on single-hull tankers and
phase-out regulations and an accelerated phasing in of double
hulled oil tankers have also meant new business opportunities
for the ship breaking industry in Bangladesh. It is estimated
that there are around 100 ship breaking yards along the coast
north of Chittagong, and every year new yards are opening and
are owned by mainly politicians and business people. New
ship breaking yards are under construction on the beach north
of Chittagong. One of the world’s largest middle men in the
global ship breaking business, the owner of Global Marketing
Systems, estimates that one third of the world’s ships need to
be scrapped in the coming years. No doubt that the industry is
gearing up for new business opportunities. The workers in the
ship breaking yards are clear on two things: that they will die
early and that there have been no improvements over the last
30 years in terms of worker rights, health and safety.
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Ohstrom
takes charge
at HTC in USA
It is a long way geographically and culturally
between a small mining town in Sweden’s
northern most reaches, and the university
city of Knoxville in the lush hills of eastern
Tennessee, US. But in both respects, there is
a lot to see and learn along the way. And it is
that kind of experience and perspective that
Per Ohstrom brings as the new president of
HTC’s North American operations. Appointed
to the position in early January, Ohstrom
has more than 20 years of experience in
manufacturing and industrial sales and
services, having held marketing and business development positions with companies
such as Xylem, a pump and pumping system
manufacturer, RSC Equipment Rental, Chep
an international company dealing in pallet
and container pooling services, and Hagemeyer, a business-to-business distribution
company.

Major effort by Unacea for
Samoter and Asphaltica Shows

Per Ohstrom, new President at HTC, Inc.

“The customer
types are the same”
That is quite a diverse background, and
Ohstrom is the first to observe that while
there may appear to be few obvious ties
to the floor grinding and polishing market,
the customer types are the same, people
in industrial settings who want the most
value from the equipment they buy. And
few markets offer more promise than concrete floor grinding in the US, if Ohstrom’s
debut at the World of Concrete show in
January is any indication. “We were nearly
overwhelmed with visitors from the time
the doors opened,” said Ohsrom. “There’s
no doubt that concrete grinding is an application that is growing, and HTC,being a
pioneer that helped develop it, is well-placed
to capitalize on that demand and bring its
knowledge to more customers.”

Continue to be the Innovator
HTC chief executive officer Lars Landin
agrees that Ohstrom is just the person to
oversee cultivation of these opportunities.
“Per has the industrial background and
domain competence needed to further
develop our position as the leader of floor
systems,” said Landin. “HTC will continue to
be the innovator in floor grinding technology, products and systems.”
In his new role, Ohstrom will be responsible for HTC.’s operations in North
and Central America, and the Caribbean,
which are based at the company’s 3,250m2
assembly, service, and shipping facility in
Knoxville. He will also focus on developing HTC’s TwisterTM line of chemical free
diamond floor cleaning pads for the region’s
janitorial market.
Another focus will be evaluating HTC’s
distribution structure. Currently, the com-

pany’s products are sold both direct and
through 11 distributors across the US. Four
members of HTC’s eight strong sales team
are based in Knoxville.

More focus on
the rental market
A key area that interests Ohstrom is bringing
HTC products to the burgeoning rental market, an area well-suited for the company’s
Greyline series of floor grinders, dust extractors, diamond tools, and special accessories.
“Being simpler in design and operation, the
Greyline equipment is more user-friendly to
operate, and easier to learn how to use,”
said Ohstrom. “It’s ideal for people who
may need floor grinding equipment on a
project-by-project basis. This will be a big
thrust for the next few years.”
Ohstrom prepared for his career by
studying economics, industrial marketing,
and business law at Luleå University of
Technology in Sweden. He then went to Chicago to pursue an M.B.A. at Northwestern
University’s Kellogg School of Management.
“It was about as cold there in the winter as
where I grew up, so I felt right at home,”
said Ohstrom. “I think now, I’m ready for
a more moderate climate like Tennessee.”
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With the 29th edition of Samoter, the international earth moving, site and building industry
machinery and technology exhibition, and
Asphaltica, the road paving technology event,
scheduled simultaneously at Verona, Italy on
8-11 May, companies and sector associations
are ensuring the best possible attendance at
such a key event for the sector.
The recession is still with us and the difficult situation companies are experiencing
makes it all the more vital to identify new
technological directions and new market opportunities. This is what exhibitors and visitors
will be able to do over four days. Unacea is
one of the main trade sector associations and
has finalised detailed attendance. Unacea
will set up a lounge acting as a meeting point
for all members and visitors as well as hosting debates and round tables discussing the
issues affecting the construction machinery
industry and market. Another exhibition
area were dedicated to member companies.
Companies exhibiting in the Unacea area
include Canginibenne, Cga, Cifa, Euromecc,
Fiori, G.F. Gordini, Lameter, Mantovanibenne,
Messersì, Palazzani, Samep Tools, Sci Editrice,
Simex, Turbosol and Uemme. Other companies
associated with Unacea attended with their
own areas, such as Komatsu, MB, Sampierana
Spa/Eurocomach and Usco.
“Teamwork has always been a hallmark
of our association and once again we have
decided to join forces and organize a full
association area at Samoter with the aim of
promoting the image of our industrial sector,”
said Unacea president Enrico Santini. “Despite
the market crisis in recent years, we have
decided to provide a signal of optimism in the
hope that the growth measures announced
by the Government will be introduced as soon
as possible.”

Conexpo-Con/Agg
announces 2017 date
The next Conexpo-Con/Agg international
exhibition will be held on 7-11 March 2017 at
the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas,
US. Conexpo-Con/Agg 2017 chairman and
Bobcat/Doosan North America and Australia/
Oceania president Richard Goldsbury, will lead
the show’s management committee, a group
of volunteer manufacturers and other industry
stakeholders who oversee show planning.
“Conexpo-Con/Agg 2017 will definitely
build on the momentum of 2014, and we
are already in analysis and planning mode
just weeks after such a successful event. Our
focus is to amplify our efforts to deliver an
outstanding quality show experience for our
visitors, plus expand our exhibitor engagement
outreach that results in improved exhibitor
ROI,” said Goldsbury.
Goldsbury returned to the Bobcat organization in 2008, serving as president, Bobcat
Americas, and was promoted to his current
position in July 2010. He has been part of the
industrial and construction equipment industry
for almost 30 years, with extensive global
experience in general management, marketing,

operations, finance,
engineering, product
portfolio management, aftermarket
and mergers and
acquisitions. Goldsbury is a Director for
the Greater Fargo/
Moorhead Economic
Development Corporation. His leadership
involvement with the
Association of Equipment Manufacturers, a
show owner and show producer, is extensive
and includes currently serving on the AEM
board as 2014 chair of its Government and
Public Affairs Committee, and he has served
as a director on the AEM CE Sector Board.

Hilti joint venture with Seuffer
Hilti and Seuffer have established a 50/50 joint
venture in Calw, Germany to promote their
developments in the area of power electronics
in a joint effort. Hilti will embark upon a new
path in the electric tools business and will
strengthen the development and production
of power electronics and sensors.
The joint venture will be based in two
locations. While Seuffer in Calw near Stuttgart
will host the head office, the Hilti operation in
Kaufering, Germany will provide the interface
with Hilti‘s electric tools technology.
Seuffer, a family-owned enterprise for
more than 85 years, currently has 530 employees. The company’s main business activities are
consultation and development and manufacturing high-quality sensors, power electronics,
human-machine interfaces, switching and
input systems for cars, commercial vehicles
and household appliances.

Hitachi’s new dealer for Estonia
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) has
appointed a new dealer for Estonia following
the signing of an agreement with the HCME
dealer in Finland Rotator. Due to the proximity
of the two countries, and similarities in their
languages and cultures, Rotator was considered to be the logical choice to take over responsibility for the Estonian market from the
previous dealer Laadur. Rotator Estonia will
offer the entire range of Hitachi construction
equipment including excavators, wheel loaders and dump trucks. Its headquarters, with a
workshop and parts depot, will be based in
Tallinn. Rotator recently celebrated its 60th
anniversary and has worked with Hitachi in
Finland for more than three decades. “We
have always aimed to be a distributor for
the best products and provide a first-class
after-sales service,” says Rotator managing
director Thomas Åhman. “We are proud to
represent Hitachi, our partner during the past
30 years, in Estonia.”
Rotator managing director Thomas
Åhman (left) shakes hands with HCME
president Moriaki Kadoya.

Brokk working
on Poland’s largest
infrastructure
project

Two Brokk machines are playing an important role in a vast
infra structural project in Lodz, Poland. A new transport junction and the rebuilding of the surrounding neighbourhood will
result in a complete transformation of the city centre by 2015.
The total investment of about EUR500M includes new station
for the railway and the underground, special zones for art and
culture and the Streets of Four Cultures.
“We have two Brokk machines working at the old railway
station Lodz Fabryczna that is being rebuilt. They are working
very efficiently and are so much stronger than you expect,” said
Konrad Klimkowski president of contractor Konkret.
Brokk demolition is a core method in the company’s
arsenal. The firm was established in 2006 and bought its first
Brokk in 2007. Now the fleet consists of a Brokk 100, a Brokk
160 and two Brokk 260s, breakers, drum cutters and concrete
crushers. At the site in Lodz the two largest Brokk 260 s are
tearing down concrete foundations, concrete diaphragm walls,
while the Brokk 160, equipped with a bucket, is utilized for
removing the scrabble.
“In this case the timesaving, efficient Brokk method is
much appreciated. Overall we also value the safety aspect. It
is quite a challenge to convince Polish customers that it is so
much safer to use a demolition robot. But the attitude is slow
but changing. At Konkret we realized long ago that hand-held
equipment is very inefficient and costly,” said Klimkowski.
Konkret, based in Warsaw, currently has 50 employees
working with different demolition techniques, often with Brokk
technology as a base. “We are now looking into investing in
new attachments to further improve the efficiency in some
areas and also to be able to offer new and cost effective
demolition methods,” said Klimkowski.

Demolition dust problems?
Ask the Boss.

Prevent demolition dust from escaping the
jobsite, without manual spraying! Contain
that dust at the source with DustBoss®
high-performance mobile equipment.
Demonstrate environmental stewardship,
enhance regulatory compliance and
improve your community relationships
with the global leader in atomized
mist technology.
Demand the best.
Insist on DustBoss.

+1 309 693 8600 | 800 707 2204 / US
www.dustboss.com/demolition
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and competition, it is vital to hold on to
competent personnel, so industry professionals in the concrete cutting and polishing
industries are encouraged to invest in the
CSDA training programme.

CSDA convention steers
to new horizons

2014 CSDA Board and Officers: Top row (from left to right): Greg Lipscomb, Mark
DeSchepper, Ryan Wesselschmidt, Kevin Baron, Matthew Finnigan. Middle row: Mike
Greene, Sid Kilgore, Patrick Harris, Kevin Warnecke. Bottom row: Patrick O’Brien,
Judith O’Day, Ty Conner, Paul DeAndrea, Mike Orzechowski.

CSDA elects directors for 2014
In the US the Concrete Sawing & Drilling
Association has elected new board members
for 2014. The six board members elected
were Paul DeAndrea, DeAndrea Coring &
Sawing, Henderson, Colorado; Matt Dragon,
Hilti, Tulsa, Oklahoma; Patrick Harris,
Concrete Renovation, San Antonio, Texas;
Kellie Vazquez, Holes Incorporated, Houston,
Texas; Kevin Warnecke, ICS, Blount, Portland,
Oregon and Ryan Wesselschmidt, Husqvarna
Construction Products, Olathe, Kansas. Their
terms expire in 2016. Tom Stowell, who
served as CSDA President in 2007-2008, has
received the Lifetime Achievement Award,
presented by Current CSDA president
Judith O’Day and executive director Patrick
O’Brien presented Stowell with the award.
This award was presented to Stowell during
a special awards ceremony at the Pima Air
and Space Museum for rendering over 40
years of outstanding service to the sawing
and drilling industry and the association.
Stowell becomes the sixth member of the
industry to receive this award since its
inception in 2005.
The CSDA officers, halfway through their
two-year term ending in 2015, are president
Judith O’Day, Terra Diamond Industrial, Salt
Lake City, Utah; vice president Kevin Baron,
Western Saw, Oxnard, California; secretary/
treasurer Mike Orzechowski, DITEQ Corporation, Lee’s Summit, Missouri; past president
Jim Dvoratchek, Hard Rock Concrete Cutters,
Wheeling, Illinois and executive director
Patrick O’Brien. Returning for the second
year of their term on the CSDA board are
Ty Conner, Austin Enterprise, Bakersfield,
California; Mark DeSchepper, Construction
Solutions, Paola, Kansas; Matthew Finnigan,

CSDA Lifetime Achievement Award
winner Tom Stowell receives his award
from executive director Patrick O’Brien.

National Concrete Cutting, Milton, Washington; Mike Greene, Greene’s, Woods Cross,
Utah; Greg Lipscomb, Diamond Products,
Elyria, Ohio and Sid Kilgore, Dixie Diamond
Manufacturing, Lilburn, Georgia.

CSDA breaks training records
In the US the Concrete Sawing and Drilling
Association had record-breaking attendance
for three training courses held at the recent
World of Concrete exhibition, and reached
a milestone of 4,000 graduates through its
training programme. Following a successful
first appearance at WOC last year, a CSDA
concrete polishing class was held during
this year’s show in Las Vegas. Attendance
leapt to 34 students from 19 the previous
year. “We had an amazing response to our
2013 class and I had received quite a few
inquiries about the next one, so this number
was not a complete surprise,” said CSDA
lead polishing instructor Andy Bowman.
“With the introduction of CSDA’s standard
for measuring concrete micro surface
texture, CSDA-ST-115 and other polishing
contractor resources, we are building a lot
of momentum in this industry.” CSDA also
held an estimating class and a wall and hand
sawing 101 class at the show. Estimating recorded its highest WOC attendance with 18
students and wall and hand sawing 101 had
11 students, representing the second-largest
attendance for a CSDA hands-on class at this
event. Since 2010, the association has had
over 150 students graduate from courses
held at WOC.
“CSDA is extremely pleased that an
increasing number of contractors are investing in the CSDA training programmes,” said
CSDA executive director Patrick O’Brien.
“To reach 4,000 graduates is a huge accomplishment and is a testament to all the
hard work and dedication shown by our
board, committee members, instructors and
staff over the years. It was fantastic to see
such great attendance figures for our WOC
training courses and we had very positive
feedback about all three.”
Launched in 1993, the CSDA training
programme currently consists of 33 handson, classroom and online courses. Successful
business owners realize that by investing in
employee training programmes, they are
sending the message that they are committed to the professional growth of their
employees. In these times of high turnover
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In the US almost 200 people attended the
Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association’s
42nd annual convention and tech fair on
13 to 15 March at The Westin La Paloma
Resort in Tucson, Arizona. The main focus of
the convention was personal accountability,
highlighted in David Levin’s keynote presentation ‘The Question Behind the Question’.
Levin not only explained how a lack of
personal accountability can really hurt a
business, but also that taking ownership of
issues can lead to very positive outcomes.
“I got quite a few takeaways from the
keynote,” said Dan Foley from Cobra Concrete Cutting Services in Arlington Heights,
Illinois. “Some of the presenter’s points on
personal accountability really hit close to
home. I can now take what I learned and
use them in the field, instilling his ‘believe
or leave’ mantra in my team.”
Highlights of the 12 business sessions
included the presentations about small
businesses affected by the Affordable
Care Act, developing a standard for the
polishing industry and underwater cutting
technologies. In addition, two roundtable
events entitled ‘Recruiting and Retaining
Qualified Employees’ and ‘The Benefits of
Automating Your Processes’ were extremely
well attended and gave key decision makers
a chance to share knowledge and discuss
ideas with their peers.
CSDA scheduled several networking
opportunities, social events and a tech fair.
Delegates had the chance to visit 24 exhibitors and talk with manufacturers, allowing
for in-depth discussions about products and
services. “I am continually faced with the
challenge of finding improved techniques
for completing projects on time and within
budget. Meeting with this network of worldwide contractors and equipment suppliers
will no doubt be an essential component
in the success of my business,” said firsttime convention delegate and new CSDA
member Sam Skierski of Advanta Asphalt
in Live Oak, Florida.

NDA recognizes
environmental excellence
In the US the National Demolition Association
has presented its fourth annual Environmental Excellence Awards at the organization’s
41st convention in Las Vegas, recognizing
13 demolition projects that made a positive
quality of life impact in 2013. Dust Control
Technology was one of the companies receiving the award, presented for the development
and execution of a dust suppression plan for
the Doyle Drive demolition project in San
Francisco. The job included a rented fleet
of eight DustBoss DB-60s, which spray an
atomized mist to capture airborne demoli-

The award was presented to DCT’s Edwin
Peterson by chairman of the NDA environment committee John Adamo.
tion dust to protect the local community and
sensitive natural areas nearby. According to
the NDA, all of the projects cited were judged
as demonstrating significant environmental
conservation and community development.
The intent of the award is to develop and
stimulate public awareness and achievement
in environmental progress provided by NDA
members, recognizing leadership and innovation in green development and in individual
and corporate environmental stewardship.
“The Environmental Excellence Awards
recognize NDA member companies which
are true leaders in the area of environmental
stewardship,” said NDA executive director
Michael Taylor. “Environmental stewardship
is one of the demolition industry’s primary
missions, and these winning projects help
illustrate truly dramatic efforts from our
members to make this a reality and improve
the quality of life in their communities.”
The award was presented by NDA environment committee chairman John Adamo
and was accepted by Dust Control Technology chief executive officer Edwin Peterson.
In his brief acceptance speech, Peterson
thanked the NDA and the California DOT,
with observations on their roles in bringing
the important issue of dust suppression to the
forefront of the industry’s attention. “NDA
was the first association we joined when
our company initially started in 2005, and
we’re grateful for the trust that members and
customers have placed in us to help address
dust management,” said Peterson.
Originally constructed in 1936, Doyle
Drive is a busy thoroughfare that carries thousands of cars an hour in peak traffic periods.
Because of its proximity to the Presidio, an
historic national park that remained open
to the public during demolition, the contract
called for a dust control plan to prevent all
visible dust from leaving the project boundaries while work was underway.
“In some places, the public areas were
less than 30m away from the demolition activity,” said California DOT resident engineer
Andrew Yan. “There’s a residential neighbourhood and business corridor adjacent to
Doyle Drive, and we also had to consider the
nearby marsh, wetlands and forest, as well
as the wildlife within those habitats. This was
a very high-profile job. Our goal was to take
all practical measures, using the best technology available, to mitigate the demolition
dust and safeguard people, property and the
environment.”
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